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MUST VISIT ART GALLERYMUST VISIT ART GALLERY

LEVELS 3 & 5, ILHAM TOWER, NO 8, JALAN BINJAI, 50450 KUALA LUMPUR

EMAIL: INFO@ILHAMGALLERY.COM (FREE ADMISSION)

OPENING HOURS
TUESDAY – SATURDAY (11AM – 7PM) SUNDAYS (11AM – 5PM)  

CLOSED ON MONDAYS AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

ILHAM GALLERY KUALA LUMPUR
ILHAM is a public art gallery committed 
to supporting the development, 
understanding and enjoyment of  
Malaysian modern and contemporary art 
within a regional and global context.

MUST VISIT PUBLIC ART GALLERY

George Peabody Library
Formerly the Library of the Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore, the 
library’s collection dates from the founding of the Peabody Institute in 1857. 
The library building opened in 1878 and was designed by Baltimore architect 
Edmund G. Lind, in collaboration with the Peabody Institute’s first provost, Dr. 
Nathaniel H. Morison. The stack room contains five tiers of ornamental cast-
iron balconies, which rise dramatically to the skylight 61 feet above the floor.

The library contains 300,000 volumes, mainly from the 19th century, with 
strengths in religion, British art, architecture, topography and history; American 
history, biography, and literature; Romance languages and literature; history of 
science; and geography, exploration and travel. The five-tier George Peabody 
Library  is considered so beautiful that sometimes weddings are held in its Neo-
Greco atrium. It was also funded by American financier and philanthropist 
George Peabody. 

artsandculture.google.com/story/hAUB7xhL5zT9rg

Grand Canyon
Fans of national parks should put the Grand 
Canyon on their travel bucket list. Big and 
beautiful, the Unesco World Heritage Site 
has some of the most magnificent vistas in 
the world. It is also home to a big range 
of flora and fauna, with the most famous 
animal here being the rare California 
Condor. On this tour, you will visit 
archaeological sites that lay mostly hidden 
for centuries. Archaeologists excavated 
the sites, exposing them for a few days 
or weeks during which time these images 
were taken. Immediately after excavation, 
the sites were reburied to protect them 
from further damage from exposure to 
the elements and possible damage from 
visitation. This tour is now the only way 
to experience these places where people 
once lived. Check out interactive 360° 
photos that show archaeologists at work, 
along with their tools.

nps.gov/features/grca/001/archeology

Virtual Tours

The Sistine 
Chapel
Hosted by the Musei 
Vaticani, everyone is 
able to go on a brilliant 
virtual experience, from 
Raphael’s Rooms to the 
Sistine Chapel. If you 
have a VR headset, you 
can get an even closer 
experience, as the tour is 
compatible with WebVR. 
You will feel like you’re 
actually there. 

museivaticani.va/
content/museivaticani/
en/collezioni/musei/
cappella-sistina/tour-
virtuale.html 

National Marine 
Sanctuaries 

Immerse yourself in the ocean and 
national marine sanctuaries without 
getting wet! These virtual reality voyages 
use 360-degree images to highlight the 
amazing habitats, animals and cultural 
resources you can find in each national 
marine sanctuary.

sanctuaries.noaa.gov/vr/

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



MUST VISIT MUSEUM

SASANA KIJANG  GALLERY

BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY
The Art Gallery provides a rotating display of the Central Bank of 
Malaysia’s art collection. Selected paintings, prints, drawings and 
sculptures which chart the nation’s milestones and highlight the Central 
Bank’s support for the arts include works by early masters such as 
Hossein Enas and Yong Mun Sen, continuing up to the present day.

THE NAUTILUS ICON
One of the most striking features in Bank Negara Malaysia 
Museum and Art Gallery is the Nautilus Staircase that begins from 
the lobby and links every floor. This structure is the inspiration for 
the main graphic icon. The icon is actively applied and prevalent 
across all of Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery’s 
communications material.

SASANA KIJANG, 2 JALAN DATO’ ONN, 
50480 KUALA LUMPUR

EMAIL: INFOMUSEUM@BNM.GOV.MY (FREE ADMISSION)

OPEN DAILY FROM 10AM TO 6PM.
CONTACT: +603 9179 2784

Hubble Space 
Telescope’s 
Control Centre
Take a 360-degree, virtual tour of 
the Hubble Space Telescope’s home 
for mission operations, the Space 
Telescope Operations Control Center 
(STOCC) at NASA’s Goddard Space 
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. 
Begin in the lobby to learn about the 
orbiting spacecraft. Visit the Mission 
Operations Room, where the flight 
operators command and monitor 
Hubble. Step into the Operations 
Support Room, where the flight team 
investigates spacecraft anomalies 
and verifies new procedures. Then 
explore the exhibit hallway to view 
hardware that once flew in space 
aboard Hubble as well as tools 
that astronauts used to repair and 
upgrade the observatory.

nasa.gov/content/goddard/hubble-
360-degree-virtual-tour

Disneyland

Allow your inner child to let loose and 
experience the happiest place on earth, 
all within the comfort of your couch. Using 
state-of-the-art technology, this innovative, 
interactive tour lets you see everything 
there is to do in Orlando, including the 
world-famous theme parks and attractions, 
top hotels, dining and shopping hotspots, 
entertainment districts, and much more. 
Explore virtual thrills like riding the tallest 
roller coaster, zip-lining over alligators or 
experiencing what it’s like to stand on Main 
Street in front of Cinderella Castle.

visitorlando.com/en/things-to-do/virtual-
tours/walt-disney-world-resort

MPOPlaysOn @MPO TV
The MPOPlaysOn online series premiered last September with Beethoven’s Symphony No.4 on its MPO TV Youtube 

channel. The MPOPlaysOn campaign is an initiative to provide high-quality orchestral performances to the public 
digitally during the pandemic.

It is a continuation of digitalisation efforts by Dewan Filharmonik Petronas (DFP) and the MPO which started last 
April with MPO at Home. This was a digital campaign comprising a series of short videos featuring the MPO and the 

Malaysian Philharmonic Youth Orchestra (MPYO) musicians performing virtually from their homes.

Explore the Great Pyramid of Giza, 
Colosseum to the Kiyomizu-dera Temple

Through the beauty of Google Arts and Culture, users from all over the world are 
able to explore various destinations, such as the Great Pyramid of Giza to the 
mighty Collosseum and stunning Kiyomizu-dera Temple in Japan — all through a 
click of a button. 

artsandculture.google.com/
project/street-view 

Virtual Concerts 
and Shows

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



THE 355
JAN 7

When a top-secret weapon falls into mercenary hands, wild card 
CIA agent Mason “Mace” Brown (Jessica Chastain) will need to 
join forces with rival badass German agent Marie (Diane Kruger), 
former MI6 ally and cutting-edge computer specialist Khadijah 
(Lupita Nyong’o), and skilled Colombian psychologist Graciela 
(Penélope Cruz) on a lethal, breakneck mission to retrieve it, while 
also staying one step ahead of a mysterious woman, Lin Mi Sheng 
(Bingbing Fan), who is tracking their every move. As the action 
rockets around the globe from the cafes of Paris to the markets of 
Morocco to the wealth and glamour of Shanghai, the quartet of 
women will forge a tenuous loyalty that could protect the world—
or get them killed.

Genre: Action / Adventure
Cast: Jessica Chastain, Diane Kruger, Penelope Cruz, Lupita 
Nyong’o, Simon Kinberg, Edgar Ramirez.

HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA: TRANSFORMANIA
JAN 14

Drac and the pack are back, like you’ve never seen them before 
in Hotel Transylvania: Transformania. Reunite with your favorite 
monsters for an all-new adventure that presents Drac with his most 
terrifying task yet. When Van Helsing’s mysterious invention, the 
‘Monsterfication Ray’, goes haywire, Drac and his monster pals are 
all transformed into humans, and Johnny becomes a monster! In 
their new mismatched bodies, Drac, stripped of his powers, and an 
exuberant Johnny, loving life as a monster, must team up and race 
across the globe to find a cure before it’s too late, and before they 
drive each other crazy. With help from Mavis and the hilariously 
human Drac Pack, the heat is on to find a way to switch themselves 
back before their transformations become permanent.

Genre: Animation / Adventure
Cast:Adam Sandler, Steve Buscemi, Brad Abrell, Kathryn Hahn, 
Andy Samberg, Molly Shannon, Asher Blinkoff, Fran Drescher.

SCREAM
JAN 14

Twenty-five years after a streak of brutal murders shocked the quiet 
town of Woodsboro, a new killer has donned the Ghostface mask 
and begins targeting a group of teenagers to resurrect secrets from 
the town’s deadly past.

Genre: Thriller / Horror
Cast: Courteney Cox, Tyler Gillett, Neve Campbell, Mikey 
Madison, Matt Bettinelli-Olpin, Paul Neinstein, William Sherak, 
Guy Busick.

MORBIUS
JAN 28

One of the most compelling and conflicted characters in Sony 
Pictures Universe of Marvel Characters comes to the big screen as 
Oscar® winner Jared Leto transforms into the enigmatic antihero 
Michael Morbius. Dangerously ill with a rare blood disorder and 
determined to save others suffering his same fate, Dr. Morbius 
attempts a desperate gamble. While at first it seems to be a radical 
success, a darkness inside him is unleashed. Will good override 
evil – or will Morbius succumb to his mysterious new urges?

Genre: Action / Fantasy
Cast: Jared Leto, Matt Smith, Adria Arjona, Jared Harris, Al 
Madrigal, Tyrese Gibson.

MOVIE REEL JANUARY 2022
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BY HIRANMAYII MOHANAN

PHOTOGRAPHER : JOSH KOK

On Modelling, Art and 
Chinese New Year

Since bagging the second cycle of Asia’s Next Top Model 
in 2014, Sheena has been propelled to great heights in 
the modelling realm, taking on jobs in the big four fashion 
week cities and collaborating with famed and esteemed 
brands that every model dreams of. Beyond a model, 
Sheena adds celebrated artist to her resume, in the 
medium of embroidery — her mode of self-expression. 
Her first solo exhibition was with Idem Paris in 2018, 
followed by a group show with the same gallery in 
2020 and another with Naughton Gallery in Belfast. In 
the January 2022 issue, Sheena reveals some of the 
misconceptions about the modelling industry along with 
its challenges, pursuing embroidery art seriously and her 

plans for Chinese New Year.

SHEENA LIAM
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TELL US SOMETHING PEOPLE WOULD BE SURPRISED TO 
LEARN ABOUT YOU.
I know how to operate a boom lift. I did it assisting artists 
on jobs a lot. I wouldn’t trust me with your life though.

DID YOU ALWAYS KNOW THAT MODELLING IS THE PATH 
YOU WOULD PURSUE AS A CAREER?
No. But I always wanted to, who wouldn’t? I just never 
expected to go as far as I did. First it was for a little 
bit of pocket money, then it became a means to travel 
and see the world, then practicality set in and it was just 
convenient to have work visas to enter any country to 
easily live and work.

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IS THE PROUDEST MOMENT OF 
YOUR CAREER THUS FAR?
I’m grateful for a lot of them. I try not to put any milestones 
on a pedestal but it was pretty cool to be on the cover 
of both Singapore and Malaysia’s Harpers Bazaar the 
same month. Few people know this but I actually also 
won a short story competition for Readers Digest the 
same month I won the Asia’s Next Top Model competition 
and all the covers came out. That probably was where I 
peaked. Haha.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE BIGGEST MISCONCEPTIONS 
OF THE MODELLING INDUSTRY?
I get asked the free clothes thing a lot. But no, models 
rarely get to keep the clothes on set, we get paid money 
instead.

HOW ABOUT THE CHALLENGES OF THE MODELLING 
INDUSTRY?
I love this question because if you want to know the 
greatest challenge of modelling, I’d hands down say 
all the bureaucracy that comes with dealing with an 
international career. Got a shoot in London? You’ve got 
to get your paper work done for the right visa. Worked in 
Italy? You need to have the paperwork to not be double 
taxed. It’s probably the most annoying and frustrating 
part about modelling. You wish modelling is just about 
restricting your food and dealing with unsolicited 
comments on your body

WHAT IS IT LIKE BEING A MALAYSIAN MODEL IN 
LONDON AND PARIS?
I did them all actually. Right before the lockdown, I got 
signed in Milan which means I managed to work in all 
the big four fashion week cities. It’s great, I didn’t get the 
chance to study overseas so this was really my way to 
see the world. I don’t like going the tourist route, I love 
immersing myself completely in a new place. Sometimes 
I’m by myself for months, I think it makes you a more 
independent person, to go to a new city and start from 
zero.

WHO IS YOUR BIGGEST STYLE ICON AND WHY?
I can’t just have one. But off the top of my head Marc 
Jacobs was always someone who didn’t assign gender 
to clothes. I think that’s important to bring more and more 
to the mainstream. Fashion is for fun and should never be 
limited by gender, body type or skin

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR PERSONAL STYLE?
I’m definitely laidback lazy in my day-to-day style. I like 
my basics, I like not having to think too hard about my 
clothes when I need to get things done. That said, there’s 
nothing I love more than dressing up for a night out.

WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON SOCIAL MEDIA AND 
HOW ITS FEEDS INTO YOUR CAREER?
It’s great. It was amazing for keeping me afloat during 
the pandemic when all shoots were on hold. That said, 
I did have to take a step back from my social media a 
little. I don’t want to go to dinner and spend days editing 
a video of the experience. I want to live in the moment. 
I think there are individual personal boundaries we are 
comfortable with we should choose to respect.

A HOBBY THAT YOU PRACTISE BETWEEN JUGGLING 
MODELLING AND TRAVELLING IS EMBROIDERY. HOW 
DID THIS COME ABOUT?
I’ve always loved working with my hands as I enjoy the 
quiet meditative quality of hand embroidery. It is honestly 
my favourite part of the practice. I simply did it in my 
downtime wherever I went and was fortunate enough to 
meet key individuals in my life that led me down the right 
path with starting my career.

PHOTOGRAPHER : ALL IS AMAZING
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ANY PLANS TO PURSUE THIS ART FORM SERIOUSLY?
I had my first solo exhibition with Idem Paris in 2018, 
followed with a group show with the same gallery in 
2020 and another with Naughton Gallery in Belfast. 
I managed to do an art residency in the midst of the 
pandemic in Malaysia and I guess I’ll just continue to 
work as I go and see where that takes me.

HOW CAN YOUR ART BE A MEDIUM TO EMPOWER 
WOMEN?
I think embroidery and its association with being 
“women’s work” has always been very disrespected as 
an art form. I think we’ve been seeing a huge change 
in that with the rise of all these new artists taking this 
traditional medium into the contemporary art realm and 
that in itself is very empowering. A lot of art with women 
as the subject as well has always been from a “male 
gaze” where the women are over sexualised, objectified 
or idolised. I feel I embroider women that just are, and I 
think that’s why women relate to my work a lot.

WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN FIVE YEARS?
Five years older probably. Hopefully, a bit more settled 
so I can have more dogs and cats. But if I’m still nomadic, 
I’d be okay with that too..

CHINESE NEW YEAR SOON IS RIGHT AROUND THE 
CORNER. HOW DO YOU TYPICALLY CELEBRATE IT?
Usually by eating so much that I feel uncomfortable. I 
come from a family of feeders, it’s going to be very hot 
and we are going house to house eating everything we 
can. It’s also my third year of giving out angpow. I love it, 
its a subtle way of giving back to all my generous aunts 
and uncles.

ARE THERE ANY TRADITIONS HANDED THROUGH 
GENERATIONS THAT YOU PRACTISE TO DATE?
My extended family are heavily practising Taoists, so we 
have a lot of rituals. We do the whole Nine Emperor 
Gods festival with the Sky God prayers and everything.

WHAT IS ONE MUST-HAVE DISH DURING CHINESE NEW 
YEAR, IN YOUR OPINION?
Abalone soup, it’s my favourite part of Chinese New 
Year!

WHAT IS AN ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE ASPIRING 
MODELS OUT THERE?
I think just be street smart and determined. A lot of 
“strange” modelling jobs out there, you want to have 
your wits about you and know your self worth and your 
personal comfort levels. You actually set the boundaries, 
saying “no” gives you all the power.

PHOTOGRAPHER : LENNE CHAI

PHOTOGRAPHER : JOSH KOK

PHOTOGRAPHER : JOSH KOK

SHEENA’S EMBROIDERY ARTWORK

PHOTOGRAPHER : JOSH KOK
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NEW YEAR, NEW ME

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

As we bid adieu to the turbulent year of 2021 and brace ourselves for the New Year, it’s that time 
again when we set goals and resolutions — to be better. Most of the time, the enthusiasm we have 
when setting these goals tend to dissipate and eventually, our resolutions fall through by mid-year. 
This is where we come in. We have curated some tips and tricks to hold you accountable to your 

resolutions and most importantly, help you follow through. 

# Pick Realistic Goals
Instead of picking an extensive area of 
your life to change, pick one realistic goal, 
be it small or big. This gives you assurance 
and the confidence that you’re able to 
follow through your resolution. Choosing 
a concrete, achievable goal gives you 
the opportunity to plan your method of 
executing your goal throughout the year. 
For example, you want to avoid setting 
resolutions like hiking up Mount Kinabalu 
when you haven’t hiked a day in your 
life. A more realistic resolution would be 
to hike up Bukit Gasing, an easier and 
achievable goal.

# Take Baby Steps
Take it one step at a time. Making a drastic 
change is one of the common reasons 
why many New Year’s resolutions tend 
to fail. Instead of dramatically cutting 
your calories and start working out 2 
hours a day at the gym, start small and 
work your way up. For example, if you’re 
one who eats rice everyday in the week, 
try reducing it to 5 days in a week and 
reducing your portion. Once you’re 
comfortable, at your own pace, reduce 
the rice intake even further.

# Learn From Past Mistakes
If you know a resolution in the past didn’t 
work out for you, choose a different 
one. If you do end up choosing the 
same resolution, analyse the past results 
to determine an effective strategy and 
the impediments that kept you from 
achieving your resolution. By changing 
your approach, you are likely to see real 
results this new year.

# Real Change Takes Time
Our mind is like a rubber band — we can 
stretch it temporarily but it snaps back to 
a resting position. We resist change. So, 

Following Through Your New 
Year’s Resolutions

to adopt a new ‘you’, or change a habit, 
you must take your time, work through 
foundational struggles and allow your 
body and mind to adapt to a new 
equilibrium over time.

# Get Support From Your Friends 
and Family
Who better to lean on and to help 
motivate you than your family and 
friends? Having someone cheer you on 
is the biggest motivator and will help you 
stay accountable and see your resolution 
through. For example, if your New 
Year’s resolution is to be healthier and 
more active, get a friend to do it with 
you. 

# Setbacks Are Part Of The Process
Setbacks are part of the journey to 
self-betterment and you shouldn’t 
feel demotivated by these. Adopt an 
optimistic perspective and keep moving 

forward. If you find yourself suddenly 
relapsing into old habits, don’t take it as 
a failure, rather, journal about it. You 
might find it helpful to note information 
about when the relapse occurred and 
what could be the trigger factors. By 
comprehending the challenges you face, 
you will be better prepared to deal with 
them in the future.

# Plan Rewards
Another tip to follow through your 
resolution is to plan small rewards to keep 
yourself motivated and to get through the 
hard days. After that, you can probably 
reward yourself once a week with a 
magazine, a call to a supportive friend, 
a siesta, a movie binge or whatever your 
vices may be. Eventually, the rewards can 
be monthly and towards the final leg of 
the journey you can pick an anniversary 
reward for keeping to your resolution — 
you have earned it.
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YEAR OF THE TIGER
WHAT 2022 HAS IN STORE FOR YOU

The Lunar New Year is around the corner and on Feb 1, 2022, the Spring Festival ushers in the Year of 
the Tiger. The tiger is the third of 12 astrology signs in the Chinese Zodiac. The Lunar New Year marks 

the transition from one sign to another, which in this case is Ox to Tiger.
Below, we list everything you need to know about the year ahead.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

# WHAT DOES THE YEAR OF THE TIGER REPRESENT?
Much like their namesakes, Tigers are independent, fearless, 
loyal and have high self esteem. Tigers are strong in the face 
of adversity and never back down from a challenge, they're 
persistent and determined. Their free nature and strong sense 
of justice is their biggest strength and weakness, as this can 
lead to them being rebellious and sometimes too self-confident. 
Because this year is a Water Tiger, you can expect good fortune 
in relationships and family life. Tigers can expect to succeed in 
their career with hard work and determination.

# HOW WILL THE YEAR OF THE TIGER AFFECT YOU?
As with all Chinese zodiac signs, the Tiger years occur every 
12 years. Since there are five Chinese zodiac elements—Fire, 
Earth, Metal, Water, and Wood—a Water Tiger year occurs 
every 60 years. The last one was in 1962, and now 2022 is 
a Water Tiger year once again. Tigers are quick to act, so in 
2022, be prepared for situations to change on a dime. Tempers 
flare, drama and excitement reign and crazy dreams can 
become reality, which applies to personal relationships, career 
developments, and, on a larger scale, political unrest or social 
revolution. While there can be great boons that come out of a 
Tiger year and some zodiac signs may experience wonderful 
luck, others can easily get burned. There is no middle ground in 
the Year of the Tiger. This is especially true for Tigers themselves. 
According to legend, one’s Chinese zodiac birth year (Ben 
Ming Nian) can be extremely unlucky for oneself. However, this 
isn’t always ominous— if Tigers can overcome the challenges 
presented to them in these years, they can still accomplish great 
things. So while some Tigers may find disaster in 2022, others 
could very well see their risk-taking pay off.

# THE MOST COMPATIBLE ZODIAC SIGNS
The Chinese zodiac signs most compatible with the Tiger and, 
thus, most likely to have a good year are the Horse, Dog and 
Pig. People with these signs will be most receptive to the Tiger’s 
creative, wild and intense energy. The Horse’s liveliness, Dog’s 
idealism and Pig’s courage all vibe well with the Tiger. These 
are the signs that will most likely be rewarded for taking risks 
and see great fortune in everything from finance to travel to love 
as a result.

#THE LEAST COMPATIBLE ZODIAC SIGNS WITH TIGER
Unfortunately the, Rat, Ox, Snake and Monkey tend not to be 
comfortable with the Tiger’s energy. The Rat is cautious and 
methodical, but careful plans don’t always amount to much in a 
fast-paced, unpredictable Tiger year. Similarly, the Ox is very 
pragmatic and routine-oriented. Although Oxes may see some 
fun now that their own zodiac year is behind them, the Tiger’s 
energy can bring unexpected problems, so it’s important to 
stay the course and be diligent and conscientious in your work. 
The Snake’s reserved nature is at odds with the boldness of the 
Tiger, so quiet meditation may bring more rewards. Finally, the 
attention-hungry Monkey will not enjoy the fact that everyone 
will seem to want to do things their own way in 2022. In the end, 
while it may benefit others from risk-taking this year, the same 
cannot be said for this group, who should probably lie low for 
the most part.

# FAMOUS CELEBRITIES BORN IN THE YEAR OF THE TIGER:
Queen Elizabeth II: born on April 21, 1926, a Fire Tiger
Tom Cruise: born on July 3, 1962, a Water Tiger
Leonardo DiCaprio: born on November 11, 1974, 
a Wood Tiger
Lady Gaga: born on March 28, 1986, a Fire Tiger
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Bukit Tunku, a residential neighbourhood of the wealthy named after Tunku Abdul Rahman’s abode was also 
known as Kenny Hills or Bukit Kenny. Today, in the quiet little enclave at the heart of Taman Tunku, The Stories 

— a lifestyle watering hole that townsfolk would gather over coffee and fare is born. For the uninitiated, we have 
curated a foodie’s guide to this part of the neighbourhood. Enjoy!

# PRINCEPS BISTRO

Princeps in Taman Tunku is a restaurant 
one saunters into on work-from-home days 
or weekends. There’s something immensely 
relaxing and tranquil when dining at 
Princeps, possibly owed to the jazz 
numbers subtly playing in the background 
or the greenery that encapsulates this 
bistro. Princeps’ menu runs the gamut 
from starters, classic ambrosial breakfasts 
to main courses and desserts. Tease your 
palates with the refreshing Tomato Salad, 
featuring a medley of scattered Japanese 
cherry tomatoes and Japanese cucumber 
dressed with avocado, onions and olive 
oil. The extra dots of homemade pesto 
bring a herbaceous and nutty quality 
to the salad. Next, the Princeps Club 
Sandwich sees an assemblage of chicken 
ham and boiled egg swathed with lettuce, 
tomatoes, cheddar cheese, Swiss cheese 
and a drizzle of sesame dressing to bring 
an umami quality. This is served with hot, 
sinful, straight-cut fries that taste as good 
as they looke.

# MY HUMBLE BOWL

Formerly Kenny Hills Bistro and a stone’s throw away from the Kenny Hills Bakers outpost 
in Taman Tunku, My Humble Bowl evokes its Asian roots and serves Asian favourites. 
Comfort is the revolving theme behind serial restaurateur Au Tai Hon’s latest brainchild. 
Its perfectly-proportioned menu beams everything comfort seekers long for, from crispy 
yam cake from the appetiser segment to wok-hei fried rice and noodles. My Humble 
Bowl has a beautiful setting with an al-fresco dining space on the shady car park-facing 
terrace paired with its scrumptious dishes. Dig into the likes of Thai Crab Meat Laksa 
with crab meat, sea bass, egg, crispy satay fish, basil, beansprouts, cucumber and 
salted vegetables. It’s a wonderful balance and burst of flavours. Don’t miss out on the 
restaurant’s signature and crowd-pleasing Roast Duck Rice served with Jasmine white 
rice, house-made dried chilli paste and soup. Hot scorching days call for an icy-cold and 
refreshing bingsu, our favourite being the Honey Mango Bingsu with big and juicy chunks 
of perfectly ripe mangoes.

#KENNY HILLS BAKERS

What started out in 2014 as a small bakery-cum-cafe operating in a tiny half-lot in Taman 
Tunku with the sole purpose of serving great coffee, amazing pastries, cakes and organic 
breads has flourished to three successful outlets throughout KL and have served thousands of 
wonderful people, many of whom have become Kenny Hills Bakers loyalists. The Kenny Hills 
Bakers at Bukit Tunku has the most serene backdrop of trees and nature — a community 
watering hole for those who enjoy lingering over coffee and pastries. Treat your palate to 
fluffy-flaky croissants with a side of butter or marmalade as well as cappuccino or flat white. 
Alternatively, for something heftier, opt for their signature pies namely the Fish Pie featuring 
fresh snapper, butterfish and smoked salmon in a cream sauce, topped with an all-butter 
puff pastry. Yum. For the sweet tooth, indulge in Kenny Hills Bakers’ famed Peach Strudel. 
You won’t be sorry. 
 

# EVOKE GASTROBAR

Nestled in The Stories of Taman Tunku, Evoke Gastrobar serves up Modern 
Contemporary European Cuisine that aims to evoke and enliven your senses. Its 
menu is inspired by travel, featuring hearty dishes such as the Crab Pasta with a 
bed of linguine topped with fresh crab claw meat, almond basil pesto and grano 
padano. For something more indulgent, the Wagyu Flank Steak is the choice, served 
with roasted garlic, yuzu kosho, pickled mustard seeds and coarse sea salt. Feel like 
you’re dining by the sea with the fresh and delectable Poached Smoked Kingfish with 
sautéed mushrooms and peasprouts drizzled with a zesty lemon soy cream which is 
topped with fennel salad that purveys a harmony of flavours. Princeps Bistro 

My Humble Bowl

Kenny Hills Bakers Walnut Danish

Kenny Hills Bakers Peach Strudel

Evoke Gastrobar facade

Evoke Gastrobar Crab Pasta

A Foodie’s Guide to Bukit Tunku
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
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Kofi By 77
BY HIRANMAYII MOHANAN

Exuding a sense of peace and calm, Kofi by 77 has 
become a café getaway for its patrons since its inception. 
An unassuming establishment, Kofi by 77 has a humble 
façade and minimalistic décor yet a variety of wonderful 
surprises waiting to be discovered once you cross the 
threshold. An emphasis on quality ingredients, hearty cakes 
and carefully sourced coffee beans, it has a little something 
for the busy metropolitans to enjoy in their small getaway.

Its carefully-curated menu sees a variety of Yoshoku dishes, 
Japanese cuisine with a Western influence. One of our 
favourites from the menu was the Don by 77, a pan-seared, 
teriyaki-glazed salmon, signature tamago and grilled 
asparagus, all served with Japanese rice. The familiar 
savouriness of the teriyaki glaze on the flaky salmon 
paired well with the fluffy and slightly sweet tamago and 
earthy flavour of the asparagus. We did not miss out on 
the Chef’s Special Aglio Olio either, spaghetti cooked with 
garlic smoked beef bacon, wild mushroom and garnished 
surprisingly with tamago. 

The Unagi Sando was also an exquisite treat for the palate. 
The grilled eel was layered among banana fritters and the 
house special secret dressing, all placed between sourdough 
brioche, achieving a perfect balance of sweet and savoury. 
These are just some of the delicious offerings at Kofi and so 
much more to be discovered. Treat yourself to one or five of 
the cakes and wash it down with their freshly brewed single 
origin coffee to cap off your experience at Kofi by 77.

Kofi By 77 *Japanese Yoshuku *Casual dining (pork-free)
Vista Kiara Shoppe, Jln Kiara 3, Mont Kiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur, 
Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-6206 1020

Mori Kohi
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

It is said that the best dining experience is enjoyed by 
the taste buds and the eyes with a beautiful symphony of 
visual aesthetics and flavourful food. Housed in an urban 
forest, surprisingly within the heart of Kuala Lumpur, Mori 
Kohi is one of the additions to the green initiative with 
Midorie Malaysia which aims to promote a greener and 
more sustainable environment to the hustle and bustle of 
Malaysia’s metropolis. Mori Kohi takes things back to nature 
and has creatively filled its space with beautiful Japanese 
plants and a minimalistic décor with earthy tones.

Being a café at heart, Mori Kohi is a yoshoku-inspired 
one where the cuisine is Japanese by nature but Western-
influenced. Its menu may not be long and extensive, but each 
dish receives more attention and care before being served 
to the customers. One of our favourites from their menu is 
the Mori Signature Tendon which is essentially a tempura 
donburi or tempura rice bowl. The dish is a crisp assortment 
of fried tempura-battered prawns and vegetables, perfectly 
seasoned and served over Japanese rice. The Salmon 
Chazuke is also a treat that is hard to beat, grilled salmon 
doused in a dark, rich sauce and served over a bowl of rice, 
garnished with seaweed, scallions and wasabi. If you are 
craving some thing a little lighter, the cafe’s smoothie bowls 
are worth checking out. 

The Mix Berries Smoothie Bowl was our favourite, a blend 
of smoothies topped with berries, banana slices and granola 
which created a beautiful play on texture and balance of 
sweet and sour. Wash it all down with a freshly ground cup of 
coffee or one of the artisan matcha. And if you are not a fan 
of either, have a go at the unique selection of juices. If you are 
there to enjoy a good meal or just want to escape the busy 
city, Mori Kohi welcomes its patrons into its greenery, making 
sure everyone enjoys a cozy and relaxing experience through 
the ambience, food and drinks.

Mori Kohi *Japanese Cuisine *Casual dining (pork-free)
11, Jalan Aman, Off Jalan Tun Razak, 55000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2300 1165

Don by 77

Tendon

WU DI Café
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Wu Di is quickly becoming the talk of the 
town for its aesthetics and unique items on 
its menu. Now an addition to the food scene 
of Jalan Galloway and a neighbour of VCR, 
this eatery is poised to become a hit with 
all the traction and attention it is receiving 
since its inception. Wu Di Café, just like 
its neighbours in that area, is housed in 
a restored heritage building which still 
holds most of its old charms while existing 
together with the contemporary décor. Be 
it at its al fresco area at the storefront and 
the top floor or indoor seating area, the 
choice of minimalism along with rattan and 
wooden furnishings completes the Instagram-
worthy allure.

A fan favourite from its menu is the Wu 
Di Burrata Lemak which gives off the 
impression of a deconstructed Nasi Lemak. 
The dish is served with fresh burrata cheese, 
fried anchovies, prawn crackers, mixed 

The Den 
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Truly a hidden gem, The Den is tucked 
away in Taman Cheras, an unsuspecting 
establishment waiting to be discovered 
along with all its wonders within. Popular 
for serving up local specialties, The Den has 
quickly risen to fame for captivating the local 
palate. Don’t be fooled by the simple façade 
and minimalistic interior décor, the food 
served at this eatery will leave you yearning 
for more.

Looking for a hearty breakfast to start the 
day? Check out the Egg and Hash Sandwich 
at The Den. Two slices of bread lathered 
with savoury garlic butter, perfectly cradling 
a golden brown hashbrown placed over a 
fluffy and light tamago, topped with a drizzle 
of cheese sauce, house pickle cabbage 
and served with seasoned fries on the side. 
Moving into the heavier meals, the Dennie 
Chicken Sandwich is made with flavours 
unique to the local palate. The assembly of 
the sandwich begins with two thick, pillowy 

local herbs, sambal and toasted coconut 
floss. It is a plateful of savouriness paired 
with a gentle creaminess and a light kick 
from the sambal. Another unique offering 
from the menu is the Chicken Mapotofu With 
Baked Eggs, a serving of minced chicken, 
Mapo tofu, and country baked eggs. It truly is 
a representation of an East-meets-West and a 
harmony of unlikely combination of flavours. 
Their selection of sourdough bread dishes 
are not to be overlooked either. Our favourite 
was the chicken thigh on sourdough, a piece 

of crispy fried chicken served with fresh cut 
tomatoes, herbs, mozzarella cheese and a 
drizzle of chilli mayo. 

Wu Di Café is definitely the perfect 
destination for the aesthetic, Instagrammable 
appeal and also for those looking to explore 
unique offerings of fusion food.

WU DI Café, *Fusion *Casual dining (pork-free)
10, Jalan Galloway, Bukit Bintang, 50150 Kuala 
Lumpur, Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 014-269 5923

with a side of crisp, golden fries. We also 
enjoyed the Nasi Lemak with Rempah 
Chicken. A staple Malaysian dish, The Den 
adds on a piece of chicken fried to golden 
perfection along with spices which pairs well 
with the sambal and aromatic coconut rice. 

Aside from the local fan favourites, the 
neighbourhood café is also known for its 
Youtiao Mochi, an improvement on the 
simple Youtiao or fried dough. The freshly 
fried crullers are given a layer of sweet and 
sticky mochi and topped with a choice of 
black sesame sprinkles or creamy red bean 
with gula Melaka. Embracing the best of 
Malaysian flavours, The Den is a reminder of 
the profound flavours of the local specialties 
and the wide range it offers.

The Den *Malaysian-fusion *Casual dining (pork-
free)
The Den, 124-GF, BLK P/D, Jalan Kaskas, Taman 
Cheras, 56100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 012-201 2438

Grilled Saba Fish Mala Chicken Karagè Wu Di Cafe interior

Egg and Hash

toasts buttered with Bunga Kantan-infused 
butter, a thick piece of panko-crumbed 
chicken breast and tangy yet fresh coleslaw 
placed in between. The dish is completed 
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Many dream of walking along 
the blonde beach and taking 
a dip in the stunningly blue 

sea along the Mediterranean coast 
of France, the Cote d’Azur. Nizza 
Restaurant at Sofitel Kuala Lumpur 
Damansara has opened its doors again 
to give us an authentic French-Italian 
Riviera experience through their unique 
culinary journey. The access to the 
outdoor pool deck and an al fresco 
area gives a figurative and literal 
breeze of fresh air to the contemporary 
yet unique dining experience at Nizza. 

Begin the dining experience at Nizza 
by sipping on their signature beverages 
and cocktails, perhaps with a side from 
their selection of hot or cold tapas, 

enjoyed poolside. Moving into the 
actual dining portion, patrons can start 
off their meal with a selection from a 
wide range of starters. Our favourite 
was the Smoke Burrata Cheese with 
heirloom tomatoes, raspberry, and a 
tarragon consommé. The creaminess 
of the cheese was offset and 
complemented by the fresh tang from 
the heirloom tomatoes and raspberries 
giving it a perfect balance. Moving into 
the mains, the Home-Made Pappardelle 
alla Bolognese served with Bocconcini 
Wagyu Beef Cheeks Ragu was a 
luxurious treat. 

The tenderness of the wagyu beef 
ragu ladled over wide strands of 
pappardelle pasta cooked al dente 

created the perfect combination of 
textures. We capped the night off with 
their Baba Au Rum Flambe with White 
Plantation Vanilla Gelato. The slight 
bitterness and profound depth of the 
rum cooked into the light cake pairs well 
with the sweet, creaminess of the gelato. 
The French Riviera inspired cuisine 
at Nizza places a huge importance 
on the balance and play on textures 
and flavours to give a flavour profile 
reminiscent to the originating region.

Nizza *French-Italian Riviera *Casual dining 
(pork-free)
Level 3, Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara,
No. 6, Jalan Damanlela, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2720 6628

Hartton Kitchen
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Hartton Kitchen is a humble little cafe in 
Damansara Utama whose menu centres 
around everything egg. With an extensive 
choice spanning rice bowls, salads and 
sandwiches, the restaurant strikes a fine 
balance between serving comfort and 
healthy fare. 

Unable to resist the call of the Crispy 
Chicken Donburi, we dug in. Oh, such 
creamy comfort. The sweetness of the rice is 
deliberately paired with the crunchiness and 
creaminess of Hartton’s karaage chicken. 
It’s packed with flavours yet isn’t heavy on 
the palate. Hartton’s Noya Udon is one 
for the books — a distinct dish with udon 
as its base, topped with ground chicken 
slow-cooked for five hours, mixed herbs, 
kampung egg, shallot oil fragrance and 
eight other ingredients. It is reminiscent of a 
pan mee yet possesses a unique taste profile 
that is both intriguing and delectable. 

Hartton’s allure lies in its mammoth 
sandwiches. Among our favourites is the 
Fish Fillet Sandwich that comprises tender, 
fluffy bread, velvety egg, cheese, lettuce 
and a homemade fish fillet patty that lends a 
welcomed crunch. From our very first mouthful 
of the Smoky Bacon (beef) sandwich, we 
were thrusted into experiencing a beautiful 
harmony of tender streaks of pan-fried beef 
bacon sandwiched between lettuce, fluffy 
egg and slathered with homemade sauce 
that is both tangy and sweet — it was clear 
we’re in good hands. Crafted for the health 
buffs, they would appreciate the roasted 
chicken breast sandwich. This mammoth of 
a sandwich beams with protein and emits 
enticing flavours from the butter and marriage 
of herb-marinated chicken and egg. 

 
Hartton Kitchen*Sandwiches *Fusion (pork-free)
78, Jalan SS 21/39, Damansara Utama, 
47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
To order: weborder.zeoniq.com/one/init-b

Nizza at Sofitel Kuala 
Lumpur Damansara 

Tomahawk Cafe de Paris Style

Mixed Seafood Grill

Homemade Pappardelle a la Bolognese

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Hey Peach KL by Parklife
BY OSHO AWLI

Veganism has never seen more exciting 
times with more and more creatives putting 
a twist on it. Nestled under the roof of 
REXKL, Hey Peach KL is a colourful new 
addition to Chinatown’s F&B scene, giving 
life through food diversity. While many 
have the misconception that vegan food 
tends to lack flavour and zing that is only 
available from meat-based food, Hey Peach 
is on a mission with its 100% vegan menu 
to break that stigma and titillate palates 
with its food.

A sister restaurant to Parklife in Bangsar 
South, Hey Peach holds the same essence in 
serving up high-quality, healthy vegan food. 
To set them apart from the herd, the creative 
minds at Hey Peach have carefully curated 
a menu to highlight fruits as the main 
element in their dishes. From their DTFruit 
Bowls to their Rainbow Spring Rolls, the 
vibrant colours from the use of a plethora 
of fruits can be seen to be incorporated 
and made the star of the dishes and drinks. 
Their fruit bowl menu has a little something 
for everyone with a variety of options, 

Hey Peach leaves its patrons spoiled for 
choice with the variety of food and drinks, 
having something for just about anyone.

Hey Peach KL by Parklife*Vegan (pork-free)
80, Jalan Sultan, City Centre, 50000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 011-1620 7606

Crispy Chicken Donburi

utilising different combinations of fruits and 
vegetables to give a unique flavour profile to 
each bowl of goodness. If you are looking to 
satisfy your sweet tooth, Hey Peach has you 
covered too with its exceptional offerings 
of cakes, tarts, brownies and even chia 
seed puddings, all 100% vegan and 100% 
delicious.

DTFruit Bowl Sai-Qua Bowl 
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Geprek

SINGAPORE SLING

Method:
In a cocktail shaker filled with ice cubes, pour the 
gin, Bénédictine, cherry liqueur, lime juice, and 
simple syrup. Shake well and strain into a highball 
glass over fresh ice. Top this with club soda to the 
brim and garnish with a lemon slice and cherry. 
Serve and enjoy.

Ingredients:

• 1 1/2 ounces gin
• 1 ounce Bénédictine liqueur
• 1/2 ounce cherry liqueur
• 1 ounce lime juice
• 1/4 ounce simple syrup
• 2 ounces club soda
• Lemon slice for garnish
• Maraschino cherry for garnish

Developed in Singapore in the early 1900’s, the Singapore 
Sling is arguably one of Asia’s best-known cocktails. It iss 
smooth and sweet, with a combination of gin, Benedictine 
and cherry liqueur, topped with club soda. Mix it up and 
discover why it’s an icon in the cocktail world.

Asian-Inspired 
Cocktails
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

These luscious Asian-inspired drinks are good for any 
celebration, from Chinese New Year to a house party. 

PLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE

Method:
Gather the ingredients, then rim a cocktail glass with 
lavender sugar. Wet the rim by either wiping the slice 
of plum around the rim or dunking it in a small dish of 
plum wine, then roll it in a dish of lavender sugar. In a 
mixing glass, filled with ice, pour the gin, plum wine 
and lavender soda. Stir well and strain into prepared 
glass. Garnish by floating the plum slice on top of the 
drink. Serve and enjoy. 

It’s rare to find a cocktail that features Japanese plum wine, 
so the Plumdog Millionaire is a unique find. The recipe pairs 
the wine with a rather intense gin and includes poppy and 
dragon’s eye (or longan) fruit in its botanicals.

Ingredients:

• Lavender sugar, for rimming
• 2 ounces of gin
• 1 ounce plum wine
• 1 ounce lavender soda
• 1/4 slice black plum for garnish

MANGO PASSION COCKTAIL

Method:
Cut segments of fruit from the mangoes and discard 
the peel. Drop all the flesh into your blender. Add the 
vodka, lime juice, salt and syrup or sugar. Blend well 
to create a mango puree. Taste, adding more syrup or 
sugar, depending on the sweetness of your mangoes. 
Pour this wonderful mango concoction into glasses, 
half-filling them. Top with your choice of sparkling 
wine, Champagne or sparkling spring water if you 
prefer less alcohol. Finish with a couple of ice cubes 
or some crushed ice. If desired, garnish glasses with 
wedges of fresh lime and your choice of fresh fruit.

Ingredients:

• 2 ripe mangoes
• 1/2 cup vodka
• 1/4 cup lime juice
• Kosher salt, to taste
• 1 to 2 tablespoons maple syrup (or 1 to 3 

teaspoons sugar)
• 1 bottle sparkling white wine (or Champagne or 

sparkling spring water)
• Fresh lime wedges and fresh fruit, optional, for 

garnish

Mango cocktails are a common drink on the beaches of 
southern Thailand, and this recipe lets you enjoy them in your 
own backyard paradise.

AUTUMN DELIGHT

Method:
For the best tasting autumn delight, look for unfiltered 
apple cider. Pour the ingredients into a cocktail shaker 
with ice. Shake and strain into a cocktail-shaker 
filled with ice. Shake and strain into an ice-filled, 
old-fashioned glass. Dust with fresh cinnamon and 
garnish with apple slices and a cinnamon stick. Serve.

Japanese whisky hasn’t been around for long, though it 
has quickly grabbed global attention. While it’s most often 
enjoyed straight, the cocktails that use it are just as impressive 
as the scotch-inspired spirit.

Ingredients:

• 2 ounces Japanese whisky
• 4 ounces apple cider
• 1 tsp ground cinnamon
• 2 apple slices, for garnish
• 1 cinnamon stick, for garnish
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DA BAO

It’s time to tapau (or dine-in!) from Da Bao. 
This chic hangout spot is known for serving 
up unique and delicious twists on the 
Malaysian-favourite, bao. If you’re looking 
for plant-based options, give their famed 
Phuture Cheese-bao-ger a go. It is stuffed 
with a deliciously juicy plant-based patty 
that’s smothered with vegan cheese. This 
treat will keep you coming back for more. 
If you’re looking for a more traditional and 
classic bao flavour, the Spicy ‘Chicken’ Bao 
with sweet and sour pickles served with 
spicy garlic aioli is a treat that’s hard to 
beat.

Location: 
145, Jalan Petaling, City Centre, 50000 Kuala Lumpur, 
Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur

THURSDVY BY HIJAU KL

Famous for plant-based Japanese-fusion comfort food that is nourishing for 
the body and soul, Thursdvy by Hijau is everything and more. Its menu is 
extensive and exciting, serving up the likes of the Hijau Chick’n Burger which 
is a must-try, boasting juicy plant-based chicken patty smothered with gooey 
vegan cheese… we can hear you drooling already. 

Location:
22, Lorong Datuk Sulaiman 1, Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur, 
Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur

VINTAGE 1988  

Vintage 1988 offers a plethora of 
wholesome meals for everyone to 
enjoy. It has a variety of vegetarian, 
vegan and non-vegan options — 
something for everyone. Among its 
bestselling dishes is the High-Fibre 
Crispy Chick’n Burger, featuring a 
delicious plant-based ‘chicken’ patty 
sandwiched between the signature 
beetroot bun with butterhead lettuce, 
red frisée and caramelised peaches, 
layered with vegan mayonnaise and 
sliced mozzarella. Yum.

Location:
Vintage 1988, 34, Jalan Sultan, City Centre, 
50000 Kuala Lumpur, Selangor

Cure your plant-based cravings with these indulgent meat-alternative hotspots

BOWL BOWL

If you love your rice (who doesn’t?), 
head to Bowl Bowl for its delectable 
signature Salted Egg & Buttermilk Bowl, 
served with crispy chicken or a plant-
based alternative. If you’re looking for 
a different flavour profile, try its unique 
Longan Sweet & Sour “Chicken” Rice 
Bowl, which is just as delicious - and just 
as meat-free.

Location:
Rinse KL, 15, Jalan Damar SD 15/1, Bandar Sri 
Damansara, 52200 Kuala Lumpur, Selangor

SALA 

Get your Tex-Mex flavour fix 
at Sala, a Latin-inspired vegan 
restaurant that packs a punch 
with its delicious offerings. For 
vegan options which taste so much 
like meat that you can’t tell the 
difference, we recommend the 
delicious Chick’n Ranch Wrap. 
With an option to smother the wrap 
with delicious sauces such as vegan 
ranch, vegan honey mustard and 
sweet Thai chilli, this delicious treat 
is also served with coleslaw and 
fries. This plant-based treat is as 
indulgent as it is satisfying.

Location:
Available at all Sala outlets in Hartamas, The 
Row, Desa Park City, Mont Kiara, Bandar 
Rimbayu, Avenue K, and Alamanda

THE HUNGRY TAPIR

Set in the revived Chinatown, The Hungry 
Tapir pays tribute to its co-owner, interior 
designer Cynthia’s love for everything black 
and white and the Malaysian herbivore, tapir, 
feeding into their mission of a plant-based 
eatery. The menu at this eatery is exciting, an 
amalgamation of East-meets-West with delights 
such as Mama’s Satay which uses hedgehog 
mushrooms for consistency resembling chicken. 
It is then lightly fried and grilled, skewered 
and served with an addictive peanut sauce 
that exudes a beautiful harmony of spiciness, 
sweetness and nuttiness. From the Western 
segment, the Pink Bombshell Burger commands 
attention with its pink hue (owed to beetroot) 
and mammoth size.

Location:
135 (1st floor), Jalan Petaling, Chinatown City Center, 
5000 Kuala Lumpur

Plant-based eating is becoming one of the most popular eating styles — and for good reason. The potential 
plant-based diet benefits include great things for both your health and the environment. The desire for a more 
wellness-oriented lifestyle is fuelling the trend and with many considering a meatless future, a myriad of vegan 
restaurants and dishes have sprung to cater to this. If you’re on the hunt for the next green grub hotspot, we’ve 

listed some of the best places to enjoy.

A Plant-Based Lifestyle

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
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MAD HATTER DESSERTS 

Longing to treat yourself to the beautiful desserts crafted by chef 
Marcus Low? Well, we’re happy to inform you that Mad Hatter 
Desserts are available for pick-up or delivery. Take a second to 
revel in the craftsmanship of these desserts before digging into the 
playground of flavours enclosed within the objet d’art.  

FOO FOO FINE DESSERTS

Foo Foo Fine Desserts showcases its owner, Foo’s (a 
graduate of Le Cordon Bleu in Sydney) experience and flair 
for making desserts. The menu here showcases traditional 
plated desserts with a spin, evident with the Australian take 
on Passion Pavlova with Lime Chantilly and French Crispy 
Profiteroles with Salted Caramel Ice Cream. We like Foo’s 
rendition of the Mexican Pumpkin Tres Leches, giving it a 
pumpkin twist. The cake is topped with a generous helping 
of pomegranate, almond and pumpkin seeds which gives 
a crunch and neutralises the sweetness. 

CREME DE LA CREME

Famed for its 100% natural artisanal ice cream and petits 
gateaux, Crème De La Crème (CDLC) is where bold, 
velvety flavours meet creativity. Always keeping patrons 
on their toes, you’d find new creations here alongside 
crowd pleasers. Our favourites from the petits gateaux 
include Da Bomb!, which aesthetically mimics a bomb, 
and Flamingo, an Insta-worthy delight. From the myriad of 
ice cream flavours, we favour the Pandan Kaya Toast and 
Hello Panda. Alternatively,  you can opt for the Happiness 
Box where there are nine flavours to choose from and it 
can serve as a gift to a loved one or friends.

FROZEN BY KEN

Inspired by the beautiful desserts in Australia, FROZEN was 
conceptualised. Helmed by a duo who met while working 
at Melbourne-based pastry chef Christy Tania’s (MasterChef 
Australia’s judge) artisanal frozen dessert parlour, Glace, FROZEN 
by Ken serves up creative Australian-styled ice cream, petit gateau 
and celebration ice cream cakes. In designing its first menu, help 
was sought from chef Christy Tania et voila, it resulting in a myriad 
of picture-worthy desserts. A bite from The King will make you bow 
down in reverence to its majestic flavours. It is made from both 
Musang King durian ice cream and coconut sorbet, charmingly 
wrapped in spiky torched marshmallow skin. Painstakingly and 
passionately made every morning, these little creations are too 
pretty to eat, worthy of a spot on your Instagram feed.

Daring, Dreamy Desserts

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Sweets were first fed to the gods in ancient Mesopotamia, ancient India and other ancient civilisations. 
Dried fruit and honey were probably the first sweeteners used in most parts of the world, but the spread 
of sugarcane around the world was essential to the development of dessert. Today, dessert comes in 
various shapes and forms, some more beautiful and intriguing than others, eaten as a meal on its own, or 
succeeding meals. Do you know that a number of ingredients found in desserts such as fruits, nuts and 
chocolate contain high levels of endorphins, minerals and antioxidants that can chase the blues away? 

This explains why our moods are immediately elevated post-dessert.  

Your Guide To Insta-Worthy Scrumptiousness

DEW

Dew isn’t your run of the mill dessert place, rather, it doubles as a florist and 
a pâtisserie specialising in merely eight to ten pastries. Being the sister cafe 
to Jaslyn Cakes, Dew’s range of mouthwatering desserts are aptly named 
dewdrops, some garnished with fresh edible flowers, which are at its disposal, 
as a florist. From its offerings, The Basil Lime Tart comes with basil mousse, 
lime and basil curd, meringue and is topped with edible flowers — tart and 
refreshing. Alternatively, the French pastry, Mille Feuille is a discovery of layers 
of caramelised crunch with white chocolate and vanilla bean cream, vanilla 
bean praline and vanilla bean caramel. Unlike most of the desserts at Dew, 
the Hazelnut Paris Brest stands out for it rough finish but it does not lack in 
taste. It is a choux pastry with hazelnut praline, hazelnut mousseline, toasted 
hazelnuts and sea salt.

TANUKI BY CRUSTZ

Tanuki by Crustz is one of our favourite dessert 
places, a charming nook tucked away in Taman 
Bukit Indah. If its moniker sounds familiar to you, 
you’re not far off because Tanuki by Crustz is 
the sister patisserie of the famed Xiao by Crustz 
in Happy Mansion. Tanuki by Crustz embodies 
similar French influence as its sister, yet differs in 
offerings. You would find petite, individual-sized 
ice cream cakes which are absolutely pretty and 
intricately crafted. The creations here are a labour 
of love – each dessert is intentional, layered 
with different textures and flavours to create 
a heightened dining experience as well as an 
intimate conversation with the pâtissier. Be sure to 
have your phone at the ready, because you would 
want to take pictures of its interior and desserts. 
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Airport GCEO Speaks

I am happy to note that the continuing 
strong momentum for domestic air travel 
has contributed a hefty 2.15 million 

domestic passengers out of the total  
2.3 million passenger movements based on 
our latest statistics for November 2021. This 
was just after it crossed over the one million 
passengers mark in October.

Moving in tandem with the uptrend, domestic 
aircraft traffic also rose 43% to 27,084 in 
November 2021 compared to the previous 
month. This encouraging demand trend for 
domestic travel after interstate travel ban was 
lifted augurs well not only for the aviation 
sector but also for our retailers and food and 
beverage operators at the airports.

We are now on the last leg of our tender 
exercise for 226 commercial lots as part 
of our Group’s commercial reset initiative 
to attract more new brands at our airports 
nationwide from both local and global 
players. We have seen the successful 
implementation of this initiative at the 

Langkawi International Airport. Besides 
enhancing the retail offerings, our aim is to 
provide a unique travelling experience to the 
airports’ guests. 

The recent commencement of the Vaccinated 
Travel Lane (VTL) between KL International 
Airport (KLIA) and Singapore’s Changi 
Airport has resulted in higher average daily 
movements of over 2,000 passengers for the 
Kuala Lumpur-Singapore route from 500 
passengers previously. As the travel borders 
gradually opens up, we have also been 
increasing our international connections, 
which saw the recent resumption of services  
to five city pairs, namely Madinah, Phuket, 
Don Mueang, Cam Ranh and Cebu. 

Meanwhile, our group’s operation in Istanbul 
Sabiha Gokcen International Airport has  
also been consistently achieving over two 
million passengers monthly since June 2021, 
with Pegasus Airlines adding a new four  
times weekly service to Tabriz, Iran from  
26 November.

We are also elated that Execulet is subleasing 
186,000 sq ft of land from us at Subang 
Airport to establish its new facility that will 
be positioned as Dassault Aviation Asia’s 
Centre of Excellence for MRO. Expected to 
be completed by the fourth quarter of 2023, 
its RM100 million facility will not only create 
job opportunities but also upskill our local 
workforce with technical knowhow. This will 
surely enhance the ability of Subang Airport, 
one of the more mature developments under 
the Aerospace & Aviation cluster of our 
Group’s Aeropolis initiative, to attract more 
investments from global players.

I recently had the pleasure of meeting up 
with the members from the Board of Airline 
Representatives Malaysia and look forward 
to working together with them to revive the 
aviation industry as borders gradually reopen 
in the coming months, especially from the 
Asean region. We hope for an exciting year 
ahead and to all our airline partners, airport 
retailers and stakeholders, be safe, stay well 
and Happy New Year!

Airport MD Speaks
Dato’ Iskandar Mizal Mahmood returns to 
Malaysia Airports after almost 20 years with 
his wealth of experience gleaned from many 
multinationals and government linked companies 
to elevate and transform Malaysia Airports in the 
fast-changing aviation landscape with new travel 
norms and innovative technological advances.

This month as he ushers in the New Year, he 
is overjoyed that Malaysia Airports’ network 
of airports in the country has surpassed the 
two million mark for the first time in terms of 
passenger movements in November 2021 since 
the Covid-19 pandemic. Additionally, the airport 
operator’s strategic collaboration with ExecuJet 
MRO Services Malaysia (ExecuJet) to build a state-
of-the-art maintenance, repair and operations 
(MRO) hangar for private jets at Sultan Abdul Aziz 
Shah Airport, popularly known as Subang Airport, 
will further cement Malaysia’s position as a 
preferred hub for business aviation in Asia Pacific.

Dato’ Iskandar Mizal Mahmood
Managing Director  

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad
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Following the detection of the new Covid 
variant of concern (VOC), B.1.1.529 or 
Omicron, in South Africa in November 

2021, the World Health Organization (WHO) 
has requested countries to enhance their 
surveillance and sequencing efforts in order 
to better understand its potential impact on 
public health and the social measures that 
have been adopted. 

The countries have also been asked to report 
the initial cases or clusters associated with 
this VOC infection to the WHO. They are 
to submit complete genome sequences and 
metadata to public database such as the 
Global Initiative on Sharing Avian Influenza 
Data (GISAID).

As of December 20, 2021, Omicron has been 
confirmed in 93 countries and territories and 
all the continents except for Antarctica, with 
the WHO cautioning high potential of further 
spread of this new variant at global level. 

According to GISAID and other sources, 
there are 13,850 and 64,031 confirmed 
Omicron cases respectively as of December 
20, 2021. With fears of an Omicron wave 
mounting during the holiday festivity, health 
authorities worldwide are concerned about 
the high mutations of this new variant, which 
can bypass the immune response accorded 
by existing vaccination regimes or previous 
Covid-19 infection. 

The scenario looks grim for those in the 
tourism and aviation sectors globally which 
are trying to sustain themselves and recover 
from the prolonged strain of the Covid-19 
pandemic. They include Malaysia, which 
has now announced at least 13 confirmed 
Omicron cumulative cases resulting from 
overseas travel.

Over 50 countries, Malaysia included, have 
tightened their border controls and imposed 
travel bans of varying degrees on the 
Southern African countries to curb the spread 
of Omicron. 

More Coordinated 
Travel Measures Required 
to Restore International Travel

Responding to the border restrictions imposed 
by various governments worldwide, the WHO 
had instead recommended the adoption of 
measures such as quarantining new arrivals and 
testing travellers for Covid-19 before and after 
they make their journeys. 

It felt that “blanket travel bans will not prevent 
the international spread” of variants but 
instead “place a heavy burden on lives and 
livelihoods”.

Besides the WHO, Airports Council 
International (ACI) World, International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO), International Air 
Transport Association (IATA), UN World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO), World Travel & 
Tourism Council (WTTC) and the United Nations 
(UN) are denouncing the sudden imposition of 
travel bans. 

They are calling for coordinated risk- and 
evidence-based travel measures across countries 
for a safe return of travel. 

Frustrated that the calls to the governments for 
coordination and collaboration for the safe 
resumption of travel have gone unheeded, ACI 
World Director General Luis Felipe de Oliveira 
stresses, “Travel bans and border closures are 
not the solution as variants emerge. 

“Aviation stakeholders want to be part of the 
solution to safely restore international travel but 
we desperately need governments to coordinate 
amongst each other and collaborate with the 
aviation ecosystem. This is what was agreed 
at the recent global conference at ICAO and 
governments now need to follow through.

“The current patchwork of travel restrictions 
around the globe continues to affect the global 
aviation system and the millions of livelihoods 
that depend on the trade, tourism and 
investment that air transport provides.”

As the voice of the world’s airports, ACI 
is urging governments to greatly improve 
coordination for travel measures between 
countries by placing public health as their 
top priority. It is also reinforcing the need for 
countries to adopt harmonised digital health 
credentials for testing and vaccination that 
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would be accepted across borders.
This, ACI World believes, would allow for 
better management of travel measures 
and improved adaptation to the evolving 
health situation. “We must also remember 
the value and jobs created by the entire 
aviation and tourism sector, protecting 
the population with the right risk-based 
approach will improve the social, health 
and economic circumstances for the 
communities we serve. And this will help 
them rebuild.”
 
ACI World says the WHO and others have 
stressed that access to end the equitable 
distribution of Covid-19 vaccines are critical 
to controlling the spread and emergence of 
new COVID-19 variants. “We urgently need 
international cooperation to deliver (this).”

Malaysia’s response
Following news of the detection of Omicron 
in other countries, The Ministry of Health 
(MoH) has released new protocols on 
December 8, 2021, which put Malaysians 
and long-term passport holders arriving 
from eight countries under temporary travel 
restrictions with certain conditions to be met. 

They are South Africa, Botswana, Eswatini, 
Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia, Zimbabwe 
and Malawi. These countries are prohibited 
from participating in the Langkawi 
international travel bubble.

MoH also came out with a list of high-risk 
countries covering Australia, the United 
States, Britain, Norway and France with 
reported Omicron cases in their community 
since December 6, 2021. 

In the light of this new variant, under the 
Malaysia-Singapore air and land vaccinated 
travel lane arrangement which requires 
no quarantine, additional RTK-Antigen 
professional and self-tests are now necessary.

For short-term fully vaccinated business 
travellers entering Malaysia through the 
one-stop centre platform provided by the 
Malaysia Investment Development Authority 
where no quarantine is necessary, additional 
RTK-Antigen tests are now required besides 
meeting the other stipulated conditions.

Of late, private sector companies and event 
organisers holding functions have insisted 
on their guests taking the RTK-Antigen saliva 
self-test, which they can do at home or 
while registering at the event to show that 
they are negative besides showing proof of 
two completed doses of Covid-19 vaccines. 
During such events, the wearing of masks at 
all times throughout the event is enforced.

To enhance the prevention and control of 
Covid-19 measures at all international entry 
points in Malaysia and in the community, 
MoH is advocating vaccine booster shots to 
achieve optimal protection against the virus. 
Malaysia has announced earlier it hopes to 
reopen its borders to international tourists 
latest by January 1 in its bid to revive its 
ailing tourism sector.
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Malaysia Aviation Group Resumes Flights 
from Penang to Kota Kinabalu and Kuching

Malaysia Airports Hosted BAR Get Together 2021

Malaysia Airlines is delighted to recommence direct flights 
from Penang to Kuching and Kota Kinabalu beginning 
December 2021 to March 2022 as demand for domestic 

travels starts to show a positive trend following the relaxation of 
interstate travel ban and the year-end holidays.

These routes will soon be served by the airline’s sister company, Firefly 
from April 2022 onwards, resuming its jet operations based in Penang 
which was suspended since April 2021 due to prolonged movement 
control order that resulted in poor demand. This move complements 
Malaysia Airlines in serving the leisure market while diversifying 
Firefly’s base connecting secondary cities in Malaysia to East Malaysia. 

Malaysia Aviation Group plays a unique role in stimulating the travel 
and tourism industry. We are honoured to recommence our flight 
operations connecting key domestic sectors namely Penang, Sabah 
and Sarawak.
 
With these direct flights from Penang to Kuching and Kota Kinabalu, 
coupled with additional frequencies from Kuala Lumpur serving the 
routes, we are confident that this connectivity will reinvigorate domestic 
tourism for Malaysia’s largest secondary cities.

CAPTAIN IZHAM ISMAIL
Group Chief Executive Officer of Malaysia Aviation Group

The airline currently utilises the B737-800 aircraft on both routes and 
operates four times weekly for Penang-Kota Kinabalu and two times 
weekly for Penang-Kuching routes. 

Customers with travel plans between these sectors can enjoy low 
fares starting from RM219 and RM279 respectively on the Malaysia 
Airlines’ Economy Class for travel up until March 2022. 

The Economy Lite Fares comes with free cabin baggage of 7kg, 
complimentary snacks/meals and beverages, inflight entertainment 
in addition to earning Enrich Miles for each travel for every booking 
made. To enjoy significant travel benefits, customers may opt for 
Economy Flex Fare that comes with additional benefits including 
unlimited date changes, refunds, Go Show flexibility, priority check-in, 
boarding and check-in baggage allowance of 35kg, all these without 
additional fees incurred.

Malaysia Airlines received a 7-star rating for its Covid-19 health and 
safety measures from AirlineRatings and, most recently, became an 
airline partner of the Travel Safe Alliance Malaysia (TSAM) along 
with other key industry players, to create an end-to-end safe travel 
experience, positioning Malaysia as a safe destination for leisure and 
business travellers.

For more information, please visit www.malaysiaairlines.com 

A fter a 2-year hiatus, Malaysia 
Airports and the Board of Airline 
Representatives (BAR) Malaysia 

successfully organised a gathering that 
was attended by representatives from both 
organisations at the DoubleTree by Hilton 
Kuala Lumpur on December 10, 2021. The 
event was a much-needed get-together as 
the representatives had the opportunity to 
meet Malaysia Airports’ new Managing 
Director Dato’ Iskandar Mizal Mahmood and 
discuss important matters pertaining to the 
recovery of the Malaysian aviation industry. 
Dato’ Iskandar Mizal was duly appointed on 
October 25, 2021.

The event dinner was kicked off with a 
briefing conducted by Mohamed Sallauddin 
Mohamed Shah, General Manager of 
Aviation Marketing and Development. 
The airline representatives were elated 
to understand the positive travel policies 

Dato’ Iskandar Mizal, the Guest of Honour 
of the event, took centre stage by offering his 
thoughts to the audience during his speech. 
He shared, “The ongoing investments in 
digitalisation initiatives also contributed 
greatly to our success in navigating through 
the pandemic. We managed to change the 
way we operate to create an environment 
predominantly contactless to maintain public 
confidence in the safety of our airports. We 

“It is evident that the present challenges have 
placed considerable strain on the industry. 
As companies persevere and strive to get 
back to the pre-pandemic level, I would also 
like to reassure you that Malaysia Airports is 
working hard in upgrading our facilities and 
ensuring seamless experience at our airports 
to cater to the rebound and recovery of the 
air travel market in the near future”, the 
Managing Director added.

In his closing remarks, Dato’ Iskandar Mizal   
underlined his firm commitment to closely 
work with everyone to bring back the sparkle 
of activity at all airports under Malaysia 
Airports so that all parties can collectively 
reap the benefits of the resurgence of an 
industry that has undergone a reset.

launched by the Malaysian government such 
as the reopening of borders for Malaysia and 
Singapore via the Vaccinated Travel Lane 
(VTL) programme and the new travel bubble 
for international travellers to visit Langkawi 
to kickstart 2022 with refreshed optimism. 
The airlines anticipate a recovery as the VTL 
programme between Malaysia and Singapore 
will be a catalyst for more similar schemes to 
be developed between Malaysia and other 
countries.

have developed a digital transformation 
roadmap for smart airport operations that 
will also be a testament to our efforts to put 
in place excellent technological foundations 
for Malaysia Airports’ partners, tenants 
and passengers”.
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Turkish Airlines Chosen as The Best in Business Travel

Flying to more countries than any other 
airline, Turkish Airlines received the  
“Best Airline Corporate Program”  

award with its Corporate Club program in  
“Best in Business Travel” awards by the readers 
of Business Traveler, which is published in  
14 different regions in four continents.

The annual ‘Best in Business Travel’ awards 
program is run by Business Traveler Magazine 
and is determined by the votes of the 
magazine’s readers in the ‘Best in Business 
Travel’ survey. This year marks the 33rd annual 
program, where the travel industry’s top 
providers, including best airlines, hotels and car 
rental companies, along with categories such 
as airports, loyalty programs, golf resorts and 
cruise lines are featured.

Turkish Airlines Corporate Club offers its 
business travelers the height of Turkish 
hospitality while featuring various advantages 
with its loyalty program. Knowing that the 
time is the most important factor for its guests, 
Turkish Airlines Corporate Club offers several 
pre-flight advantages such as extended 
flexibility options while purchasing tickets, 
entry to special passenger lounges in Istanbul 
Airport and extra baggage allowance. 

As members of the program can enjoy a 
relaxing flight with their Business Class seats 
turning into a comfortable bed, they can turn 
their flight experience up a notch with award 
winning gourmet meals served by Flying 
Chefs alongside their complimentary Wi-Fi 
access.

For more information, please visit  
www.turkishairlines.com or  
call 03 – 2163 0849

It comes as a no surprise to be named 
among the top travel providers in the  
world by the Business Traveler’s reader 
survey. With our Corporate Club program, 
we offer world-class amenities, world-
famous Turkish hospitality and top-notch 
service to business travelers around 
the world while continuing to improve 
ourselves endlessly. Turkish Airlines will 
continue to be among the best in aviation 
in the world with its strong flight network 
and peerless service.

M. ILKER AYCI
Chairman of the Board of Directors 

and the Executive Committee
Turkish Airlines

General Manager Customer Experience and 
Design Vivian Lo said: “To be the first in Asia to 
launch the HBO Max brand, not just onboard 
flights but anywhere is exceptional. It’s a great 
example of an airline and streaming service 
working together to bring an unprecedented 
entertainment experience to passengers and  
we hope our customers find their next new 
binge-worthy show on Cathay Pacific.

“During the pandemic, we have been hard at 
work to bring our entertainment offering to 
new heights ready for the return of passengers. 
HBO Max offers some of the most critically 
acclaimed and exciting shows on the market. 
This partnership enables us to have more 
complete limited original series than ever 
before.”

Cathay Pacific Brings HBO Max to Every Seat

Cathay Pacific offers an extensive content set 
consistently on all long-haul flights and many 
short-haul flights, including those operated 
by its A350, Boeing 777 and A321neo 
aircraft. The HBO Max partnership also 
includes the Warner Bros. movie library with 
new releases such as Space Jam, Suicide 
Squad and Dune. In 2022, the airline plans 
to add over 300 hours of HBO Max content 
adding to the vast array of movies, TV 
shows, music, podcasts, live news, digital 
magazines and games currently available.

For more information, please visit 
www.cathaypacific.com 

C athay Pacific is premiering the HBO 
Max branded channel in Asia for 
the very first time, becoming the first 

airline in Asia Pacific to introduce HBO Max 
Originals to its seatback inflight entertainment 
(IFE) experience. 

Hong Kong’s home airline will debut the 
HBO Max brand starting January 1, 2022, 
bringing more than 200 hours of content 
in the first three months to every seat. The 
HBO Max library includes award-winning 
recent hits such as the first three seasons 
of Succession, as well as The White Lotus, 
The Undoing and Mare of Easttown, along 
with original series such as Friends: The 
Reunion, Hacks, Gossip Girl (2021) and The 
Flight Attendant, along with all-time classics 
including Sex and the City, The Sopranos, The 
Wire, Game of Thrones, Band of Brothers and 
much more. 

Cathay Pacific already has the largest inflight 
movie and TV library in Asia Pacific and 
seatback entertainment is equipped on every 
aircraft, in every seat. This content innovation 
builds on the airline’s latest offering of 4K 
content and Bluetooth headphone pairing 
launched on its Airbus A321neo fleet earlier 
this year.
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STARLUX 
Launches Flight to Fukuoka from Taipei

STARLUX continues to expand its network and introduce new aircraft 
despite the impact of Covid-19. The delivery of eight A330-900s 
and 18 A350 XWBs will begin in the first half of 2022. With the 
wide-body aircraft in place, the network and total capacity of 
STARLUX will steadily grow, serving passengers in most major cities 
in Asia including Kuala Lumpur and Penang as the airline gradually 
develops its trans-oceanic routes to North America, planned for the 
end of 2022.

For more information, please visit 
www.starlux-airlines.com

S TARLUX Airlines announced that the airline will fly between 
Taipei and Fukuoka once a week every Thursday with its 
inaugural flight to take place on February 17, 2022. The 

airline currently operates a Taipei-Tokyo route and a Taipei-Osaka 
route. Fukuoka will mark the airline’s third destination in Japan, and 
they plan to increase the frequency to two flights per week in March 
and gradually increase the frequency in response to travel market 
demand. 

     Recently, Japan has eased border entry restrictions for some 
business travelers and students. Despite the pandemic, STARLUX 
launched its Tokyo and Osaka routes last year to provide deluxe 
service to business travelers and their families. With two more 
A321neos being delivered at the end of this year and the 
expectation for the gradual recovery of overseas traveling in 2022, 
STARLUX plans to open more routes between Taipei and Japan in 
addition to Fukuoka next year.

Cebu Pacific Takes Delivery of A330neo

Cebu Pacific (CEB), a Philippines-
based airline, is prepared to meet 
higher travel demand in 2022 with 

the addition of six new aircraft to its fleet 
and is confident that the aviation and tourism 
industries are on the way to further recovery 
and growth after the pandemic lockdowns 
grounded various business sectors.

CEB received a total of six aircraft in 2021: 
two A321neo (new engine option), one 
A320neo, two A330neo, and one ATR 72-
600.

The airline received on November 28, 2021 
its first A330neo which paves the way for 
it to become one of the greenest airlines in 
Asia. The airline’s newest aircraft features 
459 lightweight Recaro seats which allows 
more travelers to be carried in a single 
flight, resulting in lowest carbon footprint 
per passenger. With the A330neo’s latest 
technologies, this eco-plane consumes 25% 
less fuel than previous generation aircraft and 
is eco-efficient -- able to consume as little as 
1.4 liters per seat per 100 kilometers.

We’ve already taken deliveries of the 
two A321neos, the A330 and the A320. 
Another A330neo, along with the ATR 
72-600, are expected to arrive. We are 
among the few airlines in the world and the 
only one in the Philippines to take deliveries 
during a pandemic, which is a testament 
to CEB’s resilience, liquidity, and expected 
recovery as we enter 2022.

ALEX REYES
Head of Strategy

Cebu Pacific

CEB, which is now operating above 60% 
of its pre-Covid domestic network and 
capacity, has been ramping up its domestic 
and international networks. It has added 
more flights to key domestic destinations, 
namely, Boracay, Bohol, Cebu, Cagayan de 
Oro, Davao, and General Santos, following 
the easing of travel restrictions.

For international destinations, Cebu Pacific 
has also resumed its operations to Fukuoka, 
Bangkok and Taipei in December 2021.

“We continue to rebuild our domestic 
and international network to support 
tourism growth in 2022 while continuing 
to promote safe and responsible travel. 
This is the only way to regain trust and 
confidence in travel, paving the way 
towards economic recovery,” said Candice 
Iyog, Vice President for Marketing and 
Customer Experience at Cebu Pacific.

CEB now operates with 100% vaccinated 
active flying crew. It has also been 
rated 7/7 stars by AirlineRatings for its 
Covid-19 compliance as it continues to 
implement a multi-layered approach to 
safety, in accordance with global aviation 
standards. These include daily extensive 
cleaning and disinfection protocols 
for all aircraft and facilities, antigen 
testing before duty for all frontliners and 
crew members, and contactless flight 
procedures. Its jet fleet is equipped with 
hospital grade HEPA (High Efficiency 
Particulate Arrestor) air filters, keeping 
viruses at bay.

For more information, please visit  
www.cebupacificair.com 
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Etihad Launches World’s First Green 
Loyalty Programme

  

Etihad’s commitment to sustainability sits at the core of our business, 
and we’re pleased to welcome our 8 million members to jump on 
board this journey to sustainability.  Empowering our Members to 
offset their personal travel or shopping in a sustainable way, and be 
rewarded for it, gives the Etihad sustainability programme even more 
weight.
 
While Etihad has focused on developing technology and innovative 
solutions for operational efficiency that will actively reduce the CO2 
emissions of flying, we have placed an equal focus on the guest. To 
that end we have been developing our sustainable loyalty programme 
for the last year, listening to member feedback and taking into account 
their priorities and expectations for travel. Through this we have 
refined a programme that will provide members with the ability and 
incentive to travel more sustainably, while further reinforcing our 
position as a planet-conscious travel and lifestyle brand.

TONY DOUGLAS
Group Chief Executive Officer

Etihad Aviation Group

Over the last two years, despite the challenges of Covid-19, Etihad 
has introduced a number of significant CO2 reduction initiatives 
under its Greenliner sustainability programme. This includes adopting 
thousands of mangroves, using sustainable fuels, reducing contrails, 
flying optimised flight paths, operating more electric vehicles and 
working with partners who share its vision for cleaner skies.

For more information, please visit www.etihad.com or call 
03 – 2687 2222

E tihad Guest, the award-winning loyalty programme of Etihad 
Airways, has introduced a series of sustainability-focused 
initiatives to reward members for making ‘green’ choices and 

providing options to reduce their own carbon footprint. 

Conscious Choices, the new range of sustainable initiatives offered 
by the Etihad Guest programme, has been created to support Etihad’s 
overarching sustainability ambition to achieve net zero emissions by 
2050, and halve 2019 emissions by 2035. Travellers wishing to fly 
and spend more consciously and sustainably can now earn Tier Miles, 
and other rewards, for making sustainable choices.
 
Empowering Etihad Guest members to travel with a lighter carbon 
footprint, Conscious Choices rewards travellers with Tier Miles and 
additional benefits for carrying less baggage on board and offsetting 
their flights’ carbon emissions using Etihad Guest Miles. In their daily 
lives, when not flying, members can earn Tier Miles by offsetting 
everyday emissions such as driving, with options ranging from one 
month to one year worth of offsets, as well as emissions such as 
cooling your home or cooking your dinner for a month up to a year; 
donating miles to a green cause; and by purchasing sustainable 
products from the Etihad Guest Reward Shop in partnership with 
Collinson and CarbonClick. 

Members can also choose to ’go green’, by opting for a digital 
membership card instead of physical. Rewarding members with 
Tier Miles helps them on their way to maintain their existing tier or 
upgrade to the new tier to unlock even more benefits.

Hatta Dolmat’s Latest Collection Available on 
shopMYairports 

opportunity to purchase travel-exclusive 
and duty-absorbed products online, such 
as skin care, body care,  cosmetics, fashion 
apparel, electronics and food products. 
Additionally, shopMYairports is now able 
to provide international delivery, catering 
to global shoppers looking to shop for 
Malaysian products. This latest enhancement 
further expands the market reach of local 
airport retailers beyond Malaysia. Malaysia 
Airports’ long-term digitalisation initiative 
is aimed at facilitating the growth of airport 
retail partners and laying the foundation 
to transform airports into becoming 

Well-known Malaysian fashion 
designer, Hatta Dolmat is 
now featuring his latest 

collection - HD Rising - on the country’s 
first ever travel retail e-commerce platform, 
shopMYairports. As part of the Malaysia 
Airports group’s commercial reset strategy 
aimed at elevating its commercial offerings, 
this latest collaboration is also meant to help 
local businesses remain agile and relevant 
within a fast-changing consumer landscape. 
Fashionistas will be able to get their hands on 
a variety of premium fashion apparels and 
accessories including shirts, skirts, jackets, 
long and short pants, tote bags, sling bags, 
and wristlets, all crafted using exquisite fabric 
materials such as Como Crepe, Premium 
Crepe, and Neoprene.  

According to Malaysia Airports’ Senior 
General Manager of Commercial Services, 
Hani Ezra Hussin, “shopMYairports is 
part of Malaysia Airports’ wider Airports 
4.0 digital transformation initiative which 
aims to enhance passenger experience 
particularly on the retail front. Through 
shopMYairports, customers will have the 

transportation hubs that are also shopping 
and lifestyle destinations.”

“Hatta Dolmat is a talented local fashion 
designer who will make Malaysia proud.  We 
hope that this collaboration will be the first 
among many that we will have with other 
local entrepreneurs soon,” Hani added.

The debut of HD Rising is also another unique 
feature of the collection. For the first time ever 
in Malaysia, instead of a fashion runway, 
models paraded on an airport runway 
staged at KL International Airport (KLIA). 
Hatta Dolmat is also celebrating its first ever 
collaboration with the airport through its 3D 
monogram design. The design is a rendering 
of interconnected building blocks which 
represents the strength and resilience of the 
entire airport community especially in facing 
its most recent challenges.

For more information, the HD Rising 
collection is now available for pre-order on 
www.shopMYairports.com.my until 
May 31, 2022, with a price range between 
RM90.00 to RM399.00. 

AIRPORT SHOPPING
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Throughout the pandemic, Tourism Perak has 
been actively organising initiatives to assist the 
affected tourism industry players. What are some 
of these initiatives?
To help revive the tourism industry, the state government, 
through Tourism Perak as its implementing agency, introduced 
a RM10.84 million Economic Stimulus Package under phase 
two, which included upgrading the infrastructure of tourism 
products and facilities. The package also provided technical 
and vocational training learning, especially to tourist guides 
with allowance besides offering #TravelPeraklah phases one to 
three tourism vouchers to accommodation operators, particularly 
hotels; tourism product owners; travel agencies and event 
companies.

The state government, in its Budget 2021, has allocated RM1.03 
million as a one-off incentive to tourist guides, travel agencies 
and non-government organisations (NGOs) such as Perak 
Budget Hotel Operators and Pangkor Island Hotel and Resort 
Operators. 

Aviation Interview with
Nurmalis Musa 
Chief Executive Officer of Tourism Perak

In her early forties, the Ipoh-born Nurmalis Musa is one of 
the dynamic women who made it to the C-Suites after her 
secondment to Tourism Perak in May 2020 from the stint 
with the Public Services Department. She started as a flight 
stewardess with Malaysia Airlines after completing her Diploma 
in Architecture in Universiti Teknologi Malaysia in Skudai, 
Johor but after three years, our ambitious lass left to pursue her 
calling, a degree in Mass Communication majoring in public 
relations from MARA University of Technology. 

Nurmalis, who later completed her Master’s degree in Media 
and Information Warfare, worked briefly with a local hotel 
handling public relations before joining the civil service as an 
Administrative and Diplomatic Officer with the Perak Land and 
Mines Office in September 2007. Her experience involved 
overseeing the management of rural development at the Batang 
Padang Land and District Office. Eager to do well in both her 
work and life, Nurmalis braces herself to adjust and adapt to 
the new normal arising from the Covid-19 pandemic and is ever 
ready to rise to the challenges.

Through the Perak Sejahtera 2021 Economic Stimulus Package, RM1.1 
million was allocated to counter the pandemic’s impact after the imposition 
of the Movement Control Order 3.0, which resulted in the closure of social 
and economic sectors as well as lockdowns. 

Perak Malaysian Association of Hotels; Umrah, Hajj and Pilgrimage 
Association (PUHAZ); Perak Homestay Association and boat drivers 
involved in the tourism industry benefited from this one-off incentive 
assistance. Tourism vouchers under phase four of #TravelPeraklah were 
also given to PUHAZ members and Perak spa operators. 

What is Tourism Perak’s focus for 2022? 
Our main focus is based on five pillars. The first is to maintain Perak’s 
position as a destination of choice by intensifying in-person promotional 
programmes via participation in domestic and international fairs. The 
objective is to convey timely information and introduce our latest tourism 
products. We will continue staging various events in Perak to indirectly 
attract tourists for day trips or overnight stays besides maintaining and 
upgrading tourist facilities for added value and to enhance customers’ 
satisfaction.

The second pillar aims to develop the tourism 
sector in a sustainable and inclusive way 
involving various industries such as arts, 
culture, sports, heritage and the environment 
with the local government while the third 
pillar is to maximise the utilisation of digital 
platforms.

The fourth pillar targets to improve perception 
and increase tourists’ confidence by 
projecting Perak as a safe destination. We 
have a strategic collaboration with the Fire 
and Rescue Department Malaysia to conduct 
Covid-19 disinfection and sanitisation 
standard operating procedure (SOP) training 
for lodging and restaurant operators as well 
as tourism product owners-cum-operators. 
A series of empowerment and assessment 
exercises will be implemented to enforce 
and audit the SOPs implemented for tourism 
products and premises in order to determine 
their readiness and compliance before 
receiving tourists. 

The last pillar involves intensifying 
engagement sessions with industry players, 
government agencies, private sector and 
NGOs by conducting programmes like meet 
and greet or briefings. Under the Economic 
Stimulation Allocation Package, we have 
a Tourism Perak Recovery Programme or 
DREAM 2022-2023 focusing on increasing 
the citizens’ income through the development 
of infrastructure; resources via human capital 
enhancement; events; advertising and 
promotion; marketing and management.

Please elaborate on your third 
pillar (maximising digital platforms’ 
usage).
We are proactively opting for the 
digitalisation of promotional programmes 
to ensure that tourist information is relayed 
more effectively and efficiently, for example, 
through e-brochures and digital marketing. 
We have seven social media platforms as 
the official medium to provide information to 
domestic and international tourists based on 
targeted segments and themes. 

We deploy Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, 
Tiktok, YouTube and Weibo besides having 

our own website. We have two postings on 
our social media accounts on different topics 
and information at noon and 6 pm daily to 
help entrepreneurs in Perak promote their 
locations and tourism products. We also 
use key opinion leaders, tapping on their 
respective social media sites to promote our 
silver state.

How did Perak perform in terms of 
tourism in 2021? 
Despite the pandemic’s harsh impact on the 
industry, Perak remains a favourite tourist 
destination. The state recently bagged several 
Malaysia Tourism Council Gold Awards 
2021, with Tourism Perak recognised as 
the Best Tourism Safer Destination, Majlis 
Perbandaran Taiping for Best Sustainable 
Tourism Programme, Lost World of Tambun for 
Best Theme Park and Kellie’s Castle for Best 
Historical Unique Destination.

Tourism Perak recently participated 
in MATTA Fair 2021. How was the 
response at the Perak pavilion and 
what more could be done at such 
consumer fairs in future?
We not only assisted eight Perak tourism 
product operators in reviving their business 
but also recorded RM160,000 sales during 
the two-day participation at MATTA Fair, 
which serves as a strategic platform for our 
product operators to repackage their products 
and destinations after the pandemic. We 
intend to focus on specific themes such as eco-
tourism, heritage and food in future shows.

Tell us about your recent trip to 
Expo 2020 in Dubai to promote 
Perak.
Participating in international exhibitions 
abroad is one way for Perak to reach out 
to the global audience and raise our profile 
as an outstanding tourism destination 
in preparation for the much-anticipated 
reopening of the international borders. The 
state’s delegation to this prestigious ‘World 
Expo’ from December 26, 2021 to January 1, 
led by Perak Menteri Besar Dato’ Seri Saarani 
Mohamad, was accompanied by some 52 
officials from various agencies involved in 
tourism.

Tourism Perak provided the platform for 
our state tourism operators to join this Expo 
hosted by Dubai during Week 13 at the 
Malaysia Pavilion under the auspices of 
Tourism Malaysia with eco-tourism as the 
theme. We showcased our unique tourism 
products, eco-tourism destinations besides 
offering value for money to many interesting 
places involving nature, caves and islands. 

What are the attractions Perak is 
promoting to the Middle East?
Expo 2020 Dubai serves as a golden 
opportunity to highlight Perak’s latest tourism 
attractions using the tagline #TravelPerakLah, 
which was initially intended for the domestic 
market. They include the Maze Garden at 
Tanjung Tualang Tin Dredge No. 5 Heritage 
Site and Silverlakes Village Outlet @ Kinta 
Valley, which will be ready by mid-2022.

We also highlighted Egret Island in Teluk 
Intan, 7 Lata at Selama district, which is 
popular for white water rafting and all-
terrain vehicles, the broken embankment 
in Tanjung Piandang, Kuala Kurau 
and Lat’s House & Gallery. This Malay 
wooden traditional house was inspired 
by the popular Kampung Boy comic book 
illustrations by our legendary Perak-born 
cartoonist Mohammad Nor Mohammad 
Khalid, generally known as Datuk Lat. 

As a career woman, how do you 
juggle between the home front 
and work?
It is always a challenge to manage the work-
life balance. I wake up early in the morning 
to ensure I get as much done before I head 
out to work. I prioritise my urgent tasks and 
plan my work calendar carefully so that I can 
deliver and at the same time minimise stress. 

Do you have time for hobbies? 
I am a cat lover and have 65 cats of various 
breeds living with me. Most of them are 
strays I rescued over the years and I have 
a cat sitter to assist me. These cats have 
become part of my family and loving them is 
a full-time job!
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PULAU JEREJAK, PENANG

Known as The Alcatraz of Malaysia, this 
used to be a prison and quarantine centre for 
criminals, immigrants, and tuberculosis and 
leprosy patients back in the late 1700’s until 
1993. Today, this hidden gem is dotted with 
beautiful photo spots including a rainbow pier 
and a romantic swing on the beach. It’s also 
known for its breathtaking sunsets that will 
paint the sky pink, yellow and orange. Pulau 
Jerejak is a mere 10-minute ferry ride from 
Penang Island. Adrenaline junkies can get 
their fix by partaking in rock climbing, jungle 
trekking or mountain biking. The Jerejak Island 
Resort LED Garden is a colourful park that 
comes to life at night. Head over after the sky 
turns dark; you’ll be able to stroll amongst trees 
lined with sparkling lights and be surrounded 
by blooming flowers and manicured bushes.

PULAU TIGA, SABAH

Dubbed ‘Survivor Island’ after having been the featured location in the popular Reality TV series, Survivor, Pulau Tiga first gained prominence in the 
1980’s when a mud volcano eruption caused a small chain of islets. Pulau Tiga which literally means ‘three islands’ in Malay, is surrounded by the 
pristine South China Sea. Although Pulau Tiga no longer dabbles in show business, its name is no stranger to travellers from all walks of life who enjoy 
a weekend getaway in the isolated bliss the island has to offer. Picturesque sceneries of the vast ocean, white sandy beaches to sink your toes in, and 
a therapeutic soak in the mud pools will be a sure way to ease away tension and churn out a couple of laughs within your party. If you are seeking 
adventure, you can also opt for a short hike in the jungle, a visit to the nearby snake island for some wildlife sightings or camp in the wilderness.

RAINBOW WATERFALL, PAHANG

Sungai Lembing might be a sleepy town for some, but for others, it has one of the most 
beautiful waterfalls in Malaysia. It’s no ordinary waterfall because in the mornings, the 
sun hits the falling water at the base of the falls and creates a beautiful rainbow. Follow 
the local tour guide who will take you on 4×4 pickup trucks to the sandy hills to watch 
sunrise, followed by a hike through the forest and rocky paths for another 45 minutes. 
People come from all over the country just to see this beauty of nature.

SEKINCHAN, SELANGOR

Sekinchan is approximately an hour’s drive 
away from Kuala Lumpur. It’s a small fishing 
village that takes you away from the hustle 
and bustle of the city and presents a beautiful 
countryside. Soak in picturesque views of 
paddy fields for as far as the eyes can see. 
For the curious cats, visit the Paddy Processing 
Gallery to learn how the rice is produced 
by farmers with the help of technology. Take 
pictures and be sure to make a wish at the 
Wishing Tree. If you’re feeling peckish, the 
N. 16 Café is the perfect spot for some food 
and coffee while taking in the view of paddy 
fields. Don’t leave Sekinchan without trying 
the delicious and fresh seafood, especially 
since it’s a fishing village.

KENYIR LAKE, TERENGGANU

Kenyir Lake is one of the most magnificent, 
largest man-made lakes in Southeast Asia. It 
is believed that this rainforest is the world’s 
oldest tropical rainforest. The forest also serves 
as part of Malaysia’s National Park. There are 
30 rivers connecting to the lake, 25 waterfalls, 
and it is home to about 25 species of fishes. 
Explore the lake by boat or canoe and take 
in the breathtaking hilltop and highland 
views. Challenge yourself to some jungle 
trekking and visit the fish farm at the lake. 
Bask in the majestic and wondrous multi-tiered 
Lasir Waterfall encapsulated by a canopy of 
rainforest — magical.

CHEMERONG FOREST RESERVE, 
TERENGGANU

Away in Terengganu, Chemerong Forest 
Reserve is a true gem hiding a multitude of 
fascinations such as crystal clear rivers and 
pools. The journey starts with a 1.5-hour 
hike starting from the park entrance, through 
the forest to the majestic waterfall. Although 
its height is the subject of debate, Air Terjun 
Chemerong’s magnitude and sheer power is 
so awe-inspiring that you’ll find it impossible 
to tear your eyes away from it. Explore the 
multiple tiers of the waterfall where you can 
bask in the stunning view of the forest while 
relaxing by the water. There are several rivers 
that run through Hutan Lipur Chemerong. The 
cool, crystal clear water of Sungai Chemerong 
is the first that you’ll come across and runs all 
the way up to the impressive Chemerong Falls.

DESTINATION: 
MALAYSIA’S 

HIDDEN GEMS

There are many hidden gems 
that await discovery across 

Malaysia, from natural 
reserves to historically-rich 

islands. Here are some 
amazing places that you 

didn’t know that existed in 
Malaysia.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
PICTURES COURTESY OF TOURISM MALAYSIA
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SAPPHIRE RAINBOW

Hublot and Takashi Murakami unveil the second timepiece 
of their collaboration: the Classic Fusion Takashi Murakami 
Sapphire Rainbow. This new watch takes the smiling flower, 
the iconic theme of the Japanese artist’s work, and transforms it 
into a whirlwind of transparency and colour. Hublot loves Art! 
Hublot and Takashi Murakami are continuing to transpose the 
Japanese artist’s Kawaii world into horology, by introducing the 
Classic Fusion Takashi Murakami Sapphire Rainbow watch. This 
new piece, still based on the smiling flower, the iconic theme 
of Murakami’s work, has moved from black to colour with 
transparent effects. Targeting Contemporary Art insiders, the 
Classic Fusion Takashi Murakami Sapphire Rainbow watch is 
available in a limited edition of 100 numbered pieces.

FASHION 
& BEAUTY 
NEWS 
All the must-knows 
and must-haves of 
the month

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

VERSACE PRE-FALL 2022

The Versace Pre-Fall 2022 hypnotises thanks to a larger, bigger, black 
and white take on the Baroque print. Fitted suits or loose silhouettes: 
men at Versace do not like the middle ground. The iconic flourish of 
the acanthus leaves takes centre stage throughout the men’s part of 
the collection and can   be seen in a black and white version as well 
as with a new silver, metallic coating that shines like an armour. The 
Silver Baroque leaves unfurls across body hugging tops, shirts, loose 
denim, and silk pyjamas. La Greca print adds a sense of familiarity 
to the collection. Meanwhile, the Versace woman has never feared 
reinventing herself through her style choices. Whether wearing a 
sleek latex skirt, a black leather suit or a head-to-toe printed dress, 

AUSPICIOUS PACKAGING

Dr Dennis Gross iconic peels are back with their most auspicious 
packaging to date – welcoming the Year of the Tiger with 
their Limited-Edition Alpha Beta® Universal Daily Peels. Decked 
out in auspicious colours of red and gold, this is a great gift for 
all beauty gurus to help prep the skin for festivities ahead. To 
add on to the prosperity, the limited-edition packaging comes 
with five bonus treatments. You can look forward to experience 
immediate radiance and beautifully transformed skin with 
regular use. In just two minutes, this fast-acting, two-step daily 
treatment lifts away dry, dull skin along with excess oil and 
impurities, overall improving the appearance of uneven tone 
and texture. The Dr. Dennis Gross Limited-Edition Alpha Beta® 
Universal Daily Peels will be available at Sephora in-stores 
and sephora.my from 27th January onwards, while stocks last. 

BVLGARI ALLEGRA

Celebrated for upending the rules of jewellery design, the 
Italian maison Bvlgari brings its groundbreaking vision to a new, 
personalised fragrance experience, Allegra. To personalise your 
scent, first choose one of the five eaux de parfum in the core 
collection — Riva Solare, Fiori D’amore, Dolce Estasi, Rock N’ 
Rome and Fantasia Veneta. Infused with the radiant vitality of 
Italy, the five scents are a tribute to Romans’ boundless energy. 
Each fragrance wraps you in the irresistible delight of an Italian 
escape — the energising sun of the Mediterranean Sea, the 
excitement of Italian love, the soothing pleasure of Italian dolce, 
the fun of a sunset aperitivo in Rome, and the enchantment of 
a Venetian festa. A master of coloured gemstones, Bvlgari pays 
tribute to its heritage with magnificent, coloured glass bottles. 
The cabochon-like bottle is set between a fluted cap and base, an 
ode to the Roman columns seen in the birthplace of Bvlgari. In a 
nod to Bvlgari’s jewellery design, the flacon’s stopper is crimped 
in a rose gold colour, and the Bvlgari logo is emblazoned on the 
cap and collar. Lastly, to remain close to its Italian roots, Bvlgari 
completely designed and produced the Allegra collection in 
Europe, capitalising on the continent’s know-how and excellence 
in craftsmanship. 

she is never afraid to dare and to express herself through what 
she is wearing. Pops of colour come from total looks in the brand’s 
La Greca pattern, and the I Ventagli print: an archival design 
decorated with colourful fans that appears as silk inserts on leather 
jackets, dresses, tops, and cocktail looks. La Medusa and Virtus 
bag collections are expanded in new colour and material finishes, 
including denim with handmade worn-out detailing, hand-painted 
python, and satin with glitzy embroidery. Coveted and standout 
shoe silhouettes, the Aevitas and Triplatform sandals shimmer in new 
satin finishes, and the Medusa Biggie hardware continues to show 
its versatility across mules with crystal-embellished options.

REFINE + MOISTURISE  

Drunk Elephant’s TLC Glycolic Body Lotion is supercharged with 
a blend of 10% AHAs gently exfoliate to restore and resurface 
dull and uneven areas, while its mix of soothing plant oils, deeply 
moisturising butters, and barrier-supporting electrolytes replenishes 
dry and dehydrated skin below the neck. With the dream-team AHA 
blend of glycolic, tartaric, lactic and ciric acids, T.L.C. Glycolic 
Body Lotion gently smooths and refines rough, bumpy skin while 
improving areas of uneven tone. A mix of antioxidant-loaded non-
fragrant plant oils and butters — think green tea seed, passionfruit, 
apricot, marula, and shea soothes and goes deep to moisturise 
dry, irritable skin, while squalane, vitamin F, sodium hyaluronate, 
and niacinamide work to create a stronger, healthier acid mantle. 
Powerful electrolytes (coconut fruit juice and sodium PCA) provide 
critical hydration and help defend against environmental stressors. 
Apply to clean, dry skin once per day. Those new to AHA exfoliation 
may want to start slowly, using T.L.C. Glycolic Body Lotion every 
other day for the first week of application.
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Our picks to steer you through 2022

JANUARY 2022 
BEAUTY FAVOURITES

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

3. FENTY BEAUTY
Liquid Kilowatt Fluid Freestyle 
Highlighter
Glisten up! Rihanna’s game-
changing highlighter is now 
in liquid form. This smooth, 
superfine fluid leaves an ultra-
modern layer of high-shine, 
super-fresh radiance that’s 
effortlessly buildable, transfer-
resistant, and hugs your skin 
with good-for-you ingredients. 
We’re talking a next-generation, 
light-as-air formula that can 
range from a subtle, sheer veil 
of radiance to a supercharged, 
show-stopping glow. Formulated 
with clary sage extract and 
coated microfine pearls for a 
dewy and luminous effect, this 
non-greasy formula glides onto 
skin and dries down quickly 
without disturbing any other 
makeup in place.
RM118

4. OLEHENRIKSON 
Strength Trainer Peptide Boost 
Moisturizer
In typical Ole style, 
OLEHENRIKSEN is starting 2022 
with a big bang. Introducing 
the newest and hottest 
Strength Trainer Peptide Boost 
Moisturizer, the first moisturiser 
in the new strength collection 
that’s specially formulated to 
strengthen skin barrier, firm and 
hydrate all day. Start the year 
fresh with a strong moisture 
barrier for your skin that will help 
keep the good in and the bad 
out. Strength trainer moisturiser 
is like a personal trainer for 
your skin. This universal daily 
moisturiser is for all skin types. 
It’s clinically tested to instantly 
double hydration and boost 
elasticity, improve the look of 
fine lines and wrinkles, plus 
strengthen the moisture barrier 
all day.
RM213

2. LANEIGE
Water Sleeping Mask EX
Laneige’s Water Sleeping Mask EX is now upgraded. The new 
overnight mask featuring sleeping microbiome and enhanced probiotic 
complex that strengthens the skin’s defence to realise a well-slept, 
bright and clear complexion. 
RM135

1. DRUNK ELEPHANT
O-Bloos Rosi Drops
Drunk Elephant launched its news O-Bloos Rosi Drops – a 
concentrated, buildable drops to add a warm flush of colour while 
supporting the skin’s acid mantle. O-Bloos (the O stands for omegas) 
gives skin that flattering “nobody knows why you’re flushed” flush. 
The foolproof, watercolour-light formula is buildable and flatters most 
skin, and it’s delivered in concentrated drops that can be mixed into 
your other Drunk Elephant products. Comprising of ingredients such as 
sappanwood bark, a vegan pigment, it provides the warm pink tones 
in O-Bloos, while powerful antioxidants (white tea, grapeseed, and 
cocoa extract) give skin a boost of free-radical- fighting protection. It’s 
also free of silicones, drying alcohols, fragrance and essential oils.
RM159

PATINA RAINBOW

Berluti celebrated the holidays with Patina 
Rainbow, a colourful offer blending 
personalisation and the Maison’s emblematic 
Venezia leather pieces. For the occasion, guests 
were able to choose among eight selected 
products and eight unique patina shades to 
create their very own leather goods through 
an offered customisation process. Chosen 
products include Berluti’s most emblematic 
shoe, the Alessandro, as well as the casual yet 
timeless Playtime sneaker; the Nino GM clutch; 
small leather goods such as the Itauba, Makore, 
Imbuia and Jagua wallets and card cases; 

YEAR OF THE TIGER WITH GUCCI BEAUTY

Embark on a courageous new Year of the Tiger 
with Gucci Beauty. Gucci Beauty’s limited-
edition Rouge à Lèvres Voile collection is a trio 
of newly designed red lipsticks which celebrate 
Lunar New Year by paying homage to the 
eternal colour of prosperity. The collection 
includes two existing Rouge à Lèvres Voile 
shades of red: the House’s emblematic 25* 
Goldie Red, chosen by Alessandro Michele 
because of his admiration for this colour, and 
203 Mildred Rosewood, a soft and romantic 
red with flattering pink undertones. The limited-
edition hue designed specifically for this Lunar 

ROGER DUBUIS X LAMBORGHINI SQUADRA CORSE

Always chasing the next thrill, the new Excalibur Spider Huracán MB 
is just the latest creation to emerge from Roger Dubuis x Lamborghini 
Squadra Corse. Moving from track to wrist, it combines the DNA of the 
Italian supercar with the horological excellence of the Maison and is 
the embodiment of a partnership defined by radical performance and 
razor-sharp aesthetics. Built with an automatic monobalancier RD630 
calibre, the 45-mm diameter Excalibur Huracán MB channels the same 
exhilarating blend of performance and power as its motoring namesake. 

With a honeycomb motif made famous by the Huracán supercar, the 
hexagonal dashboard of the Lamborghini Huracán is reflected in the 
design, while twin barrels and a 12° tilted balance wheel represent the 
signature calibre associated with Lamborghini Squadra Corse. When 
it comes to the strap, a combination of rubber and Alcantara® ensures 
ultimate comfort and flexibility. The inner lining also features the unique 
Pirelli P ZeroTM Trofeo R pattern, just like the pattern found on the tyres 
that tear up the track.

New Year collection is 520 Marina Scarlet, a 
festive red with rich orange undertones. The 
lipstick’s porcelain effect ivory lacquered tube 
is given a makeover with a vintage-inspired 
design featuring blue roses, and finished with 
a gold ribbed metal bottom. A sheer lipstick 
with a luminous finish, Rouge à Lèvres Voile 
offers a pop of colour when applied to the 
lips or cheeks. Limited-Edition Gucci Beauty 
Rouge à Lèvres Voile will be available at Gucci 
Beauty KLCC store, Gucci Beauty boutique at 
MidValley and Gucci Beauty counter at Sogo 
Southkey from Jan 7.

and Berluti’s favourite accessory, the shoehorn-
shaped keyring. Each piece is available at 
Berluti stores in a neutral Bianco base, to then 
be patinated with the client’s preferred shade. 
Forming a rainbow of eye-catching colours, the 
eight selected patinas are inspired by the rich 
colours found in the architecture, landscape and 
foliage of the North Indian city of Chandigarh. 
As customary, the patina process takes around 
two weeks, during which each piece’s shade is 
given depth and perfected in the colour atelier, 
to then be handed to the client complete with a 
truly singular, celebratory patina.

BEAUTY PRODUCT
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Level up for the new year with 
playful camisoles, blouses and more 

styles that spell sophistication.

TOP FORM
Style maketh man.

DRESS LIKE A 
KINGSMAN

BOTTEGA 
VENETA

Gold-plated 
ring

RM2,566

KINGSMAN
Conrad Slim-Fit Striped Mélange 

Wool and Satin Waistcoat
RM1,286

KINGSMAN
Turnbull & Asser 

Slim-Fit Penny-Collar 
Herringbone Cotton 

Shirt
RM1,286

TOM FORD
Kensington Pebble-Grain 

Leather Desert Boots
RM5,094

KINGSMAN
Conrad Slim-Fit Striped 

Mélange Wool Suit Jacket
RM5,120

KINGSMAN
Conrad Striped Mélange 

Wool Suit Trousers
RM1,801

TOM FORD
Slim-Fit Leather-Trimmed 

Ribbed Wool and Cashmere-
Blend Zip-Up Cardigan

RM7,165

KINGSMAN
Eggsy Straight-Leg Cotton 

and Cashmere-Blend 
Needlecord Trousers

RM1,907KINGSMAN
Burnished-Leather Jacket

RM 8,748

JAEGER-LECOULTRE
Limited Edition Master 

Ultra Thin Kingsman Knife 
18-Karat Rose Gold and 
Alligator Watch, Ref. No. 

3402393
RM121,121

BRUNELLO CUCINELLI
Suede Boots
RM4,528

SAINT LAURENT
Croc-effect leather 

shoulder bag
RM8,634

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN
Skull small embellished croc-effect 

patent-leather shoulder bag
RM3,218

ALEXANDER 
MCQUEEN

Leather sandals
RM4,378

ALEXANDER 
MCQUEEN

Strapless satin-
trimmed corded 

cotton-blend 
lace bustier top

RM7,575

ALEXANDER 
MCQUEEN

Pleated crepe 
wide-leg pants

RM5,189

SAINT LAURENT
Frayed denim shorts

RM2,327
SAINT LAURENT
Cassandra logo-

embellished leather 
sandals

RM3,515

SAINT LAURENT
Off-the-shoulder 
feather-trimmed 
ribbed-knit top

RM 5,595
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 Luxe REPORT

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Hennessy & Zhang Enli Welcome the Year of the Tiger

Maison Hennessy ushers in the festive season around Chinese New Year with a dreamlike 
work of art by the internationally renowned artist Zhang Enli. Celebrating the Chinese 
New Year in collaboration with an acclaimed contemporary artist is for Hennessy a way 
of honouring a spirit, a vision, and a commitment to art. In 2022, Zhang Enli builds on this 
tradition with an original artwork that expresses the regal nature of Hennessy blends through 
classical Chinese brush painting techniques combined with a bold, modern and creative 
vision. Favouring abstraction over figurative representation, the artist conjures the majestic 
animal — an ancestral symbol of power, success, and confidence — with dynamic lines and 
vibrant colour. For the year of the Tiger, he also chose to pay tribute to the peaceful beauty of 
the Charente River in Cognac, using it as a metaphor for transformation and the passage of 
time. Just as every drop of water in the river is unique, so Hennessy’s unique eau-x-de-vie are 
assembled by the Master Blender, generation after generation, into an unforgettable cognac.

New Ford Ranger WildTrak Sport

Designed to take on life’s adventures, the New Ford Ranger WildTrak Sport Special Edition has impressive capabilities, made possible with 
the 2.0L Bi-Turbo engine that is mated to a 10-speed automatic transmission to deliver 213 PS and 500Nm of torque, offering incredible 
performance for both on- and off-road driving. In addition to the impressive capabilities, the New Ford Ranger WildTrak Sport Special Edition 
continues to lead with highly advanced technologies and innovative driver assistance features with a suite of smart technologies, such as 
Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) with Vehicle and Pedestrian Detection, Forward Collision Warning and Lane Departure Warning and 
Assist, which continues to offer drivers a safer and smarter driving experience. Both the interior and exterior of the New Ford Ranger WildTrak 
Sport delivers premium comfort and style with special details and is available in two colours – Saber and Absolute
Black.

X by Glenmorangie: 
Made For Mixing

Glenmorangie recently released a 
delectable new single malt Scotch whisky 
that’s specially made for mixing. Expertly 
crafted by top bartenders world over, X 
by Glenmorangie’s sweeter, richer taste 
profile is perfect for tall, simple serves, 
putting a fresh spin on the way single 
malt whisky is enjoyed. Glenmorangie’s 
whisky creators are endlessly imaginative 
in their quest to dream up delicious 
whiskies and X by Glenmorangie is no 
exception. This more delicate, fruity spirit 
is distilled in Glenmorangie’s world-
famous stills – the tallest in Scotland – and 
aged in the world’s finest casks. The X by 
Glenmorangie presents an extravaganza 
of flavours, from pear, vanilla and 
honeysuckle to orange sherbet and 
chocolate fudge. To inspire mixing, 
Glenmorangie has designed a series of 
refreshingly simple serves featuring X by 
Glenmorangie, each requiring just two to 
four ingredients. To make the experience 
of crafting these cocktails at home even 
easier, consumers will be able to have their 
bottles of X by Glenmorangie delivered 
right to their doorstep when they make 
their purchase on Moët Hennessy’s new 
flagship store on Shopee, which was also 
jointly launched with X by Glenmorangie.

Multi-Brand Ecosystem Grounded in Purposeful Travel

Banyan Tree Group, one of the world’s leading independent hospitality groups is set to 
double its footprint of 54 properties across 23 countries by 2025 with the introduction of 
five new brands launching in the next 18 months. As a pioneer of purposeful stewardship 
and responsible tourism, this expanded global portfolio of 10 unique brands will allow 
the Group to increase its impact in the countries where it operates whilst taking advantage 
of post-Covid growth opportunities in purposeful travel. Through the Banyan Tree Global 
Foundation, all brands will abide by the proprietary “Stay for Good” programme*, 
a structured framework that  aligns with the United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals. Stay for Good embeds core stewardship values in operations and guest 
experience, promoting community engagement and partnership to drive long-term impact 
in three core pillars: Environment — conserving ecosystems and promoting biodiversity 
through research and restoration, based on science-based approaches spearheaded by 
trained biologists via Banyan Tree’s labs, Society — providing sustainable workplaces 
for employees by ensuring diversity, satisfaction, health, safety and welfare, as well 
as investing in self-paced education programmes to support long-term wellbeing and 
Governance — a multi-stakeholder engagement approach that ensures accountability, a 
sustainable supply chain, responsible tourism and corporate governance.

Belmond Presents a Winter Caribbean Escape

Cap Juluca, A Belmond Hotel, Anguilla has reopened its doors this 2021/2022 
season, warmly welcoming guests with an exciting line-up of new offerings which includes 
a new Peruvian restaurant, the only one on the island; and two new guest experiences 
with special programming for the festive season. Recognised as the only Caribbean island 
on Lonely Planet’s Best Destinations to visit in 2022, Anguilla is a coveted destination to 
experience an idyllic beach getaway of a lifetime, surrounded by culinary indulgences, 
connections with family and loved ones, memorable cultural experiences and more. 
Taking inspiration from Belmond’s collection of properties in Peru, Uchu is named after 
the Quechuan word for spice, and features a menu of contemporary Peruvian cuisine 
inspired by three of the country’s regions: the coast, the jungle, and the highlands. Menu 
highlights include Pollo Pachamanquero traditionally prepared in a clay pot; Lomo 
Saltado, a traditional stir fry; and a Red Snapper Patarashca, originating from Peru’s 
Amazon region.
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BENTLY FLYING SPUR

Built from the ground up to pamper its 
passengers, the 2022 Bentley Flying Spur 
also has an athletic chassis to entertain the 
driver. A trio of engine choices — including 
a new plug-in hybrid, provides seemingly 
endless power, and its adept handling turns 
lazy weekend cruises into joyful driving 
experiences. The cabin delights the senses with 
high-end leathers, woods, and metal accents 
intermingled with modern-day technology and 

CADILLAC CT5-V BLACKWING

The Cadillac CT5-V Blackwing is the unicorn 
enthusiasts waited for rather impatiently. 
Now it exists, but it likely won’t for long as 
Cadillac switches to an all-electric lineup. 
A supercharged V-8 sends big power to the 

DESIGN MEETS INNOVATION
All the New Cars You Need to Know About in 2022

ASTON MARTIN VALKYRIE

An entirely new vehicle, the Valkyrie joins the Aston Martin lineup for 
the 2022 model year. It takes its name from ancient Norse mythology, 
the valkyries being the spirits who decided the fates of men in battle. 
This hypercar is born from a partnership between Aston Martin and 
Red Bull Racing. The standard Valkyrie is street legal, but there’s also 
an AMR Pro variant built solely for track use. Only 150 models of 
the standard Valkyrie will be offered. As for the Valkyrie AMR Pro, 
production is limited to 25 cars. To improve aerodynamics, the 

The significant changes, the weird, the boring, 
the minutiae that make life complete. 

BMW I4

The BMW i4 is an all-new electric sedan that is 
expected to compete against the Tesla Model 
3 and other mid-size EV sedans when it finally 
hits showrooms in early to mid-2022. The i4 is 
a low-slung four-door in the vein of the similarly 
sized 4-series Gran Coupe. It competes with 
the Polestar 2 and Tesla Model 3, among 
others. Cabin styling closely resembles that 
of the 4-series coupe and convertible, with 
a driver-focused dashboard that angles the 
climate controls and infotainment display 
slightly towards the left. Two turbocharged 

Valkyrie ditches exterior mirrors in favour of rear-facing cameras 
mounted to the car’s flanks. These cameras feed images to two 
cabin displays located on the car’s A-pillars, allowing the driver to 
monitor the blind spots. The Aston Martin Valkyrie provides seating 
for two. The cockpit is shaped like a teardrop, with passengers 
placed in a reclined feet-up position. It’s similar to the seating 
position in modern Formula 1 race cars.

AUDI Q4 E-TRON

The Q4 e-tron crossover, Audi’s take on the 
VW ID.4, is the brand’s most affordable EV. 
It comes in a traditional-SUV shape as well 
as raked-roof Sportback form. Starting around 
$45,000, the rear-drive Q4 40 packs an 
estimated 201 horsepower from a permanent-
magnet synchronous AC motor and boasts a 
targeted range of 250 miles from a 77.0-kWh 

BUGATTI CHIRON

Bugatti’s lineup consists of various editions of 
the 16-cylinder Chiron hypercar, none of which 
have changed for 2022. But the big news is 
Bugatti’s partnership with the Croatian startup 
Rimac, which produces electric supercars and 

powertrains are on the menu here, starting with 
a 2.0-litre four-cylinder in the 430i model that 
makes 255 horsepower. This base powertrain 
is available only with rear-wheel drive and an 
eight-speed automatic transmission. All models 
come with a large 10.3-inch infotainment 
display as well as a 12.3-inch digital gauge 
display. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are 
both standard and work wirelessly; in-dash 
navigation, SiriusXM satellite radio and a Wi-
Fit hotspot are also included. The standard 
stereo is a 10-speaker system but a 16-speaker 
Harman/Kardon stereo is optional.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

conveniences. The rear seat is particularly 
relaxing, especially when equipped with 
luxury features such as rear bucket seats, which 
offer power adjustments and heated armrests. 
However, the Flying Spur’s unbeatable blend 
of luxury and performance comes with an eye-
watering six-figure price tag, and that’s before 
you start tacking on customisation options 
from Bentley’s Mulliner line of personalisation 
features.

battery. To make the Q4 50 e-tron Quattro 
variant, Audi added an induction motor on 
the front axle, bringing total estimated power 
to 295 horses. The ute’s optional matrix LED 
headlamps enable the driver to choose from 
four daytime-running-light signatures, which 
Audi claims is a world first.

rear wheels through an available manual 
transmission, and it’s all topped by fantastic 
suspension tuning, big brakes, track-ready 
cooling and sticky tires. It’s real, it’s glorious, 
and it’s a Cadillac. Inside, the CT5-V 
Blackwing feels and looks more special than 
more pedestrian CT5s, with a 12 o’clock 

stripe on the steering wheel, carbon-fibre 
trim and supportive leather sport seats with 
adjustable bolsters. Things get even nicer 
with available high-performance front bucket 
seats, diamond-stitched semi-aniline leather, 
and synthetic suede for the headliner, doors, 
steering wheel and shift knob.

tech. This venture sees Rimac and Porsche 
sharing ownership of the French brand and 
likely portends some high-horsepower Bugatti 
EVs in the near future.
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SAINT LAURENT’S 
TIMELESS ACCESSORIES

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Fashion powerhouse SAINT LAURENT is one of the most iconic and coveted brands of the 20th century. 
It was founded in 1961 by legendary designer Yves Saint Laurent. The brand revolutionised the way 
fashion and society intertwine with the launch of its iconic Rive Gauche collection just five years later, 
becoming the first couture house to launch ready-to-wear pieces. Today, creative director Anthony 
Vaccarello continues to honour the label's trailblazing spirit with his empowering, dynamic and 

boundary-pushing designs.

SAINT LAURENT 

College medium quilted leather tote
RM9,674 
Boasting a classic feel, thanks to its timeless 
envelope shape, the College tote is expertly 
made is Italy from supple leather that’s 
quilted in a chevron pattern and topped with 
a gold ‘YSL’ plaque. Inside, there’s a zipped 
compartment for storing loose items.

SAINT LAURENT

Leather shoulder bag
RM8,636
Reminiscent of the 90’s style, this shoulder 
bag has a sleek, minimal silhouette that’s 
made in Italy from tan leather. It’s adorned 
with the house’s signature ‘YSL’ plaque and 
has plenty of space for your phone, keys 
and cardholder. You can easily adjust the 
buckled strap to your preferred drop.

SAINT LAURENT

Le Fermoir leather-trimmed shearling
shoulder bag
RM11,198
The Le Fermoir shoulder bag is made from 
soft shearling, which adds texture to any 
outfit. It is trimmed with leather in a timeless 
brick shade and has a buckled strap to keep 
your things secure.

SAINT LAURENT

SL24 logo-print panelled perforated leather high-top sneakers
RM3,234
The SL24 sneakers spruce up any look and its comfort will guarantee 
many use. This high-top pair has a classic lace-up front contrasted 
with perforated panels. To preserve the leather, be sure to use a 
protective spray.

SAINT LAURENT

Cleveland leather knee boots
RM6,785
The ‘Cleveland’ knee boots have a sleek, streamlined silhouette 
that’s typical of the maison. Set on 110mm block heels, they’ve been 
crafted in Italy from smooth black leather and have elegant almond 
toes. Wear yours with tailored shorts or a mini skirt.

SAINT LAURENT

Betty rectangular-frame acetate sunglasses
RM1,893
The stylish Betty sunglasses are made from polished black acetate in 
a bold rectangular shape. They’re fitted with tonal lenses that help 
reduce glare and eye strain, and feature silver-tone metal along the 
temples.

SAINT LAURENT

Gold-tone bracelet
RM2,911
Crafted in Italy, this bracelet is made with gleaming gold-tone metal. 
It’s designed with graduating interlocking links and is discreetly 
engraved with the brand’s moniker. Layer it with dainty bracelets 
or wear it on its own.
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Fostering a deeper appreciation for the neighbouring areas of Causeway Bay and 
Wan Chai,  The Hari is the best way to get acquainted with the city and for discerning 
travellers who want more than to scratch the surface of Hong Kong. Moments 
away from the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre and Happy Valley 
Racecourse, The Hari is the neighbourhood’s living room, bridging the commercial 
pulse of Causeway Bay and the creative design scenes of Wan Chai. Imagined by 
renowned interior designer, Tara Bernerd of Tara Bernerd & Partners, The Hari’s 
210 luxury bedrooms, include three suites featuring timber panelling, natural linen 
wallpaper and plush velvet upholstery. Antique brass Crittal doors separate the 
marble bathrooms from the hotel rooms and suites with views overlooking Wan Chai, 
Causeway Bay, The Peak and Victoria Harbour.
 
www.thehari.com/hong-kong 

BEAUTIFUL HOTEL DESTINATIONS
Somewhere along the way, hotels have become rightful destinations on 
their own. Here are some luxury hotels scattered across the globe, that 

should be on top of your bucket list, post-pandemic.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

COMO Shambhala Estate is a residential health retreat combining 
holistic wellness with state-of-the-art facilities and exceptional villa 
accommodation. The location is unique — a spiritual enclave of 
jungle, river and sun-rich clearings just north of Ubud. Specialists in 
yoga and Pilates provide inspiration and nurture, working in harmony 
with guides for mountain biking, hiking, climbing, whitewater rafting 
and outdoor circuit training. Guests who want to make a lasting 
commitment to change can embark on one of the targeted Wellness 
Programmes — Cleanse, Be Active and Bespoke — starting from three 
nights.

www.comohotels.com/en/comoshambhalaestate 

COMO Shambhala Estate 
Bali, Indonesia

The Hari Hong Kong
Wan Chai, Hong Kong

Known as China’s Ice City, Harbin is the regional and cultural hub of Northeast China. Honouring 
the city’s storied past and its thoroughly modern present is The Ritz-Carlton, Harbin, set within 
the central business district. Contemporary accommodations offer river and city views. Dining 
includes three restaurants and a rooftop bar, while 38,000 square feet of event space can 
accommodate groups large or small. The inviting arrival area, along with the hotel’s curated 
art collection, welcomes guests with elements that showcase colourful Russian influences fused 
with local Harbin culture. A striking feature wall depicts the nearby Changbai Mountains as 
well as the famous Heilongjiang River. On the 54th floor, the Sky Lobby is a palette of subtle 
whites with indigo-hued accents on marble and brass framing gorgeous views of the Songhua 
River, as well as the many breathtaking ice and snow sculptures that dot the city during the 
winter months. Elegant design continues throughout the hotel’s 368 contemporary guest rooms, 
including its 31 suites. Each guest room features unique blue-and-white floral motif art walls 
inspired by traditional Russian lace crafts. In each suite, different inspirations highlight the 
beauty of Harbin’s four seasons.

www.ritzcarlton.com/harbin 

The Ritz-Carlton, Harbin
Harbin, China

The Hyatt Centric Melbourne is situated in a 
prime location in the heart of Melbourne’s 
fast-emerging downtown, providing travellers 
with an ideal setting for discovering the 
city’s authentic attractions and hidden 
gems. Designed by Architectus Australia 
and Hecker Guthrie Interiors and built by 
Hickory, Hyatt Centric Melbourne features 
277 contemporary guestrooms over 25 
levels. The stylish, yet understated interiors 
were inspired by Melbourne’s urban fabric, 
including the city’s Hoddle Grid business 
district, custom-designed rugs in the rooms 
and public areas, as well as Victorian era-
inspired brickwork. Through a curated 
collection of soft furnishings and light fixtures 
by local designers, the design pays homage 
to Melbourne’s history in wool production 
and during the Gold Rush, allowing guests 
to discover the various aspects of the city. 
Hyatt Centric Melbourne collaborates with 
emerging and established local artists, food 
producers, and designers to capture the 
unique spirit of Melbourne.

www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/australia/
hyatt-centric-melbourne 

Hyatt Centric 
Melbourne

Melbourne, Australia

Located in the heart of the Hungarian 
capital, Anantara New York Palace is an 
architectural ode to Europe’s Belle Epoque 
era and showcases old-world glamour and 
contemporary luxury. A glamorous new lobby, 
stylish guest rooms and the addition of the 
White Salon, a glitzy new restaurant serving 
quintessential Hungarian cuisine, will all be 
revealed in Spring 2022 upon completion of a 
renovation. A new Anantara Spa will also be 
launched next year, with treatments touching 
on the healing philosophies of Anantara’s Thai 
roots and with elements inspired by the thermal 
bath heritage of Budapest.

www.anantara.com/en/new-york-palace-
budapest.

Anantara New 
York Palace

Budapest Hotel
Kruger National Park,

South Africa
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

HAUTE HOMEWARE
The Best Danish Designs 

# DK3
GROOVE COFFEE TABLE

The Groove Coffee Table is an exclusive solid wood coffee 
table combining pure simplicity and refined elegance. The 
natural beauty of the solid wood plays a major role in the 
construction of the table, perfectly accompanied by the 
striking design details. The conical turned wooden legs 
gracefully lift the impressive table top with a thickness of 5 
cm, which is quite remarkable for a solid wood table top. 
The characteristic grooves on the edge of the table top are 
made with a special custom-made milling head, invented 
and built by Christian Troels for the development of the 
Ten Table in 2019.

# BERNH. PEDERSEN & SON
SIDEBOARD NO. 156

Danish furniture maker Bernh. Pedersen & Son has 
a long and strong tradition in furniture and cabinet-
making stretching all the way back to the company’s 
start in 1902. The period 1950-1970 in particular was 
characterised by some of the most stunning and well-
executed pieces in Bernh. Pedersen & Son’s history. 
Especially the classic mid-century sideboards and daybeds 
designed by Danish furniture designers, including the 
Danish world-renowned Johannes Andersen, Svend Aage 
Madsen and Kurt Østervig, and are still highly valued by 
customers worldwide. Today, every piece of furniture is 
made in the same joinery workshop built by the Bernh. 
Pedersen family in 1902, located in a small community 
in the Danish countryside. The workshop and its skilled 
cabinet makers are known for their exquisite and 
dedicated work based on strong Danish craft traditions; 
traditions recognised around the world for the timeless 
designs, high quality craftsmanship and longevity.

#BJORN WIINBLAD
SYMPHONY CARMEN VASE

Beautiful Symphony Carmen vase in dark green. The vase is 9” high, 
making it perfect for large, stunning seasonal flower bouquets. The 
vase is made of faience and inspired by Bjorn Wiinblad’s classic 
vases with wide heads and conical bodies. The delicate face comes 
from Wiinblad’s original sketch and early photos.

# AYTM
ANGUI WALL MIRROR

The Angui mirror with its simple pipe-styled frame by AYTM is a 
beauty for any bathroom, hallway or maybe the bedroom. Use a 
single one o- add several together. The Angui collection is a beautiful 
range of different furniture. The collection includes benches, chairs, 
shelves and mirrors in a wide variety of sizes. Sophisticated pieces 
that will enhance your personal style. The pipe-styled frame and tone 
in tone is in trend for the season and will enhance any personal style.

# BY LASSEN
MINGLE SOFA

By Lassen is a Danish design company. It works with various 
designers, including two of Denmark’s greatest architects, Mogens 
Lassen and Flemming Lassen. The Mingle sofa was designed in 1935 
by architect Flemming Lassen (1902-1984) and presented at The 
Copenhagen Cabinetmakers’ Guild Competition in the same year. It 
was subsequently praised for its qualities as a small but elegant sofa in 
the professional journal ‚ÄúThe Architect‚Äù. Flemming Lassen wanted 
to create a sofa made for conversation with a comfort that invited 
people to stay seated and talk together for long periods of time. The 
armrests were designed to encircle the sitters, generating intimacy and 
transforming the sofa into a cosy place to relax. Flemming Lassen took 
inspiration from both French elegance and modern Italian style, and 
transferred the trends and his own ideas to a small, upholstered sofa 
called Mingle.

# LUCIE KAAS
MOONBEAM PENDANT LAMP

Lanterns in all sizes and colours have always played a significant role 
in Asian cultures from China and Vietnam to Japan and Thailand. 
Apart from lighting up in the dark they symbolise the hope for a bright 
future. The award-winning, Hong Kong-based design duo Lim+Lu has 
in collaboration with Lucie Kaas explored the idea of interpreting the 
traditional lantern. The result is Moonbeam made from ribbed, frosted 
white glass and steel. It’s not childhood memories alone that make the 
traditional lantern such a cherished object to the Chinese design duo 
established by Elaine Lu and Vincent Lim. The built-in flexibility of the 
lantern has also fascinated the two designers.
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WORLD’S ECO-
CONSCIOUS HOMES

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Edgeland House
Austin, Texas

Designed by Texas-based architecture firm Bercy Chen Studio, Edgeland House is a shining beacon of how modern properties can take 
inspiration from traditional structures. Edgeland House is located on a rehabilitated brownfield site and is a modern re‐interpretation of one 
of the oldest housing typologies in North America, the Native American Pit House. The Pit House, typically sunken, takes advantage of the 
earth’s mass to maintain thermal comfort throughout the year. Like this timeless dwelling, the Edgeland House’s insulative green roof and 7‐foot 
excavation into the ground, keeps it cool in the summer and warm in the winter. The mechanical system combines: hydronic heating and a 
green roof for maximum energy efficiency. It acts as an extension of the surrounding landscape; the design team has split the property into two 
dwellings – living and sleeping quarters  and to move between them, residents must go outside into the elements. As well as this, 40 native 
species of wildflowers and other plants were reintroduced to the site to protect the local ecosystem.

The Curved House
Springfield, United States

From the outside, The Curved House has an unassuming posture that evokes curiosity. Once inside though, the home shines with distinctive 
character and thoughtful placement of community spaces. The home was designed by Hufft Projects an architecture firm that has quietly built an 
impressive portfolio of modern designs in the heart of America. The Kansas City-based firm considered sustainability at every phase of designing 
The Curved House, most notably with a solar array on the cabana roof, a geothermal system and radiant floor heating. 

We celebrate the homes – and the architects behind them – 
that put sustainability at the heart of their design.

Haycroft Gardens
London, United Kingdom

Designed to accommodate three generations 
of the same family, Haycroft Gardens is 
a sustainable, three-bedroom house in 
north west London by Sarah Wigglesworth 
Architects. The infill site was originally 
occupied by a dairy farm, and the new 
single-storey dwelling is intended to evoke 
traditional agricultural outbuildings. A 
greenhouse, which was originally part of the 
farm, has been repurposed as a light-filled 
lobby and now forms the centrepiece of the 
multi-level garden. the structure is formed 
from prefabricated timber cassettes, which 
were taped and filled with insulation on 
site to ensure a high- levels of airtightness. 
Heating is provided by an air source heat 
pump, while MVHR provides controlled 
ventilation. Simple controls and opening 
windows place users at the centre of the 
design.

Olive House
Singapore

Olive House is an extraordinary private residence set across a large site in Singapore. It 
was designed by Singapore-based Guz Architects, a studio that constantly draws inspiration 
from the natural world and that is passionate about sustainable design technologies. For Olive 
House, the studio was commissioned by a nature-loving client to create a property that brought 
nature into the home. It’s safe to say that this brief was fulfilled – the centrepiece of Olive House 
is a magnificent green courtyard, featuring trees and a large koi pond. The rest of the house is 
made up of pavilions around this courtyard, designed to maximise cooling airflow to combat 
Singapore’s hot and humid climate without resorting to using mechanical air conditioning. 
Concrete was only used where necessary, with steel (having a lighter footprint) being used for 
columns and the roof structure.

The W.I.N.D House
North Holland, Netherlands

The W.I.N.D House in the north of Holland incorporates sustainable solutions and home 
automation, whilst enabling a flexible use of space. Located on the outskirts of a Dutch 
village and close to the sea, the house is backed by a wooded area and fronted by an 
open expanse of polder landscape. A comprehensive home automation system enables 
integrated control of the electrical systems including solar panels and mechanical 
installations. Complete control of this ‘smart home’ is possible by a central touch-screen 
in the living area, while decentral devices provide dedicated control per room. The 
integrated sustainability concept of the house includes a central air/water heat pump, 
mechanical ventilation with waste heat recovery and solar panels.
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Hair fall and thinning is just part of the journey called life and yes, it may draw up 
feelings of anxiety as you see it clogging up the shower drain and vacuuming has 

become a daily affair but the fact remains, hair loss is totally normal. On average, we 
lose around 80 strands a day; if your hair falls more than that or you notice they aren't 
growing back, that's when things start to get a bit hairy (pun intended). Here’s all you 

need to know on the subject.

TREATING THINNING HAIR

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

#  HAIR GROWTH CYCLE
There are three stages or life cycle that our 
scalp undergoes. They are Anagen — this 
is the active growing phase, which can last 
between 2-7 years during which the hair 
becomes longer and thicker, Catagen — after 
anagen, the hair follicle moves into the short 
transitional phase called catagen when the hair 
fibre stops growing, followed by the resting 
phase telogen which lasts around 3 months 
and Telogen — during which the old hair is 
gradually pushed up towards the skin surface 
before it is then shed naturally and replaced 
with a new emerging anagen hair.

#  HAIR LOSS TRIGGERS

Hormonal Imbalance
A hormonal imbalance can be attributed 
as the cause of various health and beauty 
issues, from adult acne to weight gain and 
hair loss. Hormones play an important role in 
regulating the hair growth cycle — oestrogens 
(female hormones) are ‘hair friendly’ and help 
to keep hairs in their growth phase for the 
optimal length of time while Androgens (male 
hormones) are not very hair friendly, and can 
shorten the hair growth cycle. Having more 
androgens (which could be caused by an 
endocrine disorder, such as Polycystic Ovarian 
Syndrome) can cause hair loss.

Stress
It’s not a fallacy that stress can literally make 
you shed your hair. What it does is raise the 
androgen levels, which in turn causes hair loss. 
Stress can also be the trigger of scalp problems 
such as dandruff, disrupt eating habits and 
mess with the digestive system — all of which 
negatively impacts the hair.

Anaemia (Iron Deficiency)
One of the most common causes of hair loss in 
women is iron deficiency. Iron is an important 
component for producing hair cell protein and 

without it, your strands will suffer and fall. 
Consult your doctor on iron deficiency first, 
as he or she may recommend a blood test to 
confirm the correct treatment.

Vitamin B12 Deficiency
Do you feel tired and lack energy? The cause 
of this is a deficiency in vitamin B12 and it 
can also take a toll on your hair. How does 
it cause hair loss? The lack of vitamin B12 
can affect the health of red blood cells, which 
carry oxygen to your tissues. This condition 
is common amongst vegans as the primary 
source of B12 is animal protein.

Traction Alopecia
Traction alopecia is a variant of hair loss 
caused by repeatedly tugging at your hair, 
especially if you often wear your hair in a 
tight ponytail, bun or braids and use chemicals 
or heat on your hair. The pattern of hair loss 
mirrors where the hair is under the most strain 
and this is typically over the edges or hairline. 
Just make sure you’re going easy on your 
edges so they’re in it for the long haul.

Dramatic Weight Loss
Believe it or not, a dramatic drop on the scales 
can impact your tresses negatively. After 
six to twelve weeks of dramatic weight loss, 
whether it be intentional or unintentional, hair 
commonly comes out in excess. While our hair 
is incredibly important to us psychologically, 
physiologically it is non-essential; we could 
survive without it with no detriment to our 
physical health. This means that any nutritional 
deficiency often first shows up in our hair. 

Age
Age is another contributing factor to hair loss, 
especially if you’re going through or about to 
enter menopause. Changes in your body may 
also have an effect on your hair. Hair loss, 
unfortunately becomes more prevalent leading 
up to and after the menopause. That being 

said, it’s important to realise that our hair ages 
and as we get older, hair naturally gets finer. 
It’s a totally normal part of the ageing process.

#  TREATING FRAGILE HAIR

1) Identify the cause
If you notice excessive daily hair shedding for 
longer than three months, see a trichologist or 
your GP, to address the underlying cause of the 
issue.

2) Change up your diet
Hair is made of protein, making adequate daily 
intake of protein rich foods essential. Complex 
carbohydrates provide our hair with the energy 
it needs to grow. 

3) Take supplements
The hair’s nutritional requirements are unique 
and supplements can boost levels of vitamins 
and minerals available to your follicles. 
However, they must be taken alongside a 
healthy diet to reap its full benefits.

4) Give yourself a scalp massage
Many swear by traditional head massages 
encourage scalp health as it stimulates blood 
flow to the area. Hair oils makes the hair 
stronger from the roots. It’s really great for 
anyone who struggles with hair loss and 
breakage as it strengthens and protects hair 
follicles and strands, conditions the scalp skin 
and cultivates healthy hair growth.

5) Style your hair smartly
Avoid hairstyles that place traction on the hair 
and hair follicles. It’s also best to stay away 
from heavy styling creams and serums, as 
they can add unnecessary weight to the hair. 
It’s also well worth avoiding harsh chemical 
treatments during this time, so steer clear of 
relaxers and hair dye.

The Causes and Methods of Prevention
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If you’ve been lathering on your sunscreen to protect against UVA and UVB rays that prevent 
premature ageing, this has evidently proven to be insufficient due to our lifestyle. The blue light, 
emitted both by the sun and our electronic devices such as phones is bad for our skin. Imagine 

this, with millennials (and most of us) checking their phones an average of 150 times a day, we’re 
getting significantly more blue light exposure than we used to from the sun alone. According 

to famed and revered dermatologist Dr. Murad, spending four eight-hour workdays in front of a 
computer radiates the same amount of energy as 20 minutes in the mid-day sun.

THE EFFECTS OF 
BLUE LIGHT ON THE SKIN

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

blue light. Use sunscreens that contain ingredients like 
zinc oxide, as this acts as a barrier by sitting on top of 
the skin and blocking and absorbing damaging rays. 
While chemical SPF formulas won’t do much in the way 
of protecting skin from the visible light spectrum (just UV), 
physical ones can help, however if you don’t like mineral 
sunscreens, many chemical SPFs (like the Supergoop! 
brand) contain blue light-neutralising ingredients, so seek 
them out. In the future, as the ozone layer continues to 
deteriorate and our use of electronic devices increases, 
it could very well become mandatory for all sunscreen 
formulas to protect from HEV light, too.

2) Antioxidants are Your Best Friend
Blue light has been shown to induce oxidative stress in 
the skin and to combat that it’s important to load up on 
topical antioxidants because sunscreen filters alone just 
won’t do. Dermatologists recommends incorporating 
ingredients like vitamin C, ferulic acid and phloretin into 
your skincare regime, to fight both free radicals and 
pigmentation. 

3) Strengthen Your Skin Barrier
If you look after your skin barrier, it will look after you. 
Many of us are guilty of going overboard by lathering 
on numerous active ingredients and the umpteenth-step 
skincare routines, but keeping it simple can benefit our 
skin barrier in the long run. Look out for ingredients 
like niacinamide, which actively helps skin cells recover 
from oxidative stress and improves the skin’s barrier. 
Other good barrier-bolstering ingredients include 
ceramides, fatty acids and hyaluronic acid, all of which 
are kind to skin. Load your skin up with those.

#  WHAT IS BLUE LIGHT?
Blue light is part of the visible light spectrum -- what 
the human eye can see. Vibrating within the 380 to 
500 nanometer range, it has the shortest wavelength 
and highest energy. It is emitted by the sun, computer 
screens, tablets, smartphones, HDTVs and even LED 
lighting. It is at the origin of a contemporary problem 
— digital pollution.

#  WHAT ARE THE DANGERS OF BLUE LIGHT?
Blue light has caused a new phenomenon called digital 
ageing. This is due to a dramatic increase in light 
pollution in the form of blue light and it is extremely 
harmful, hampering the skin’s natural maintenance and 
repair processes. Dermatologists have good evidence 
to show that visible light triggers certain skin conditions, 
such as melasma, where the skin is stimulated to 
produce more pigment. There’s also evidence that as 
blue light penetrates the skin, reactive oxygen species 
are generated, which leads to DNA damage, thereby 
causing inflammation and the breakdown of healthy 
collagen and elastin, as well as hyperpigmentation. 
There isn’t sufficient research into what happens with 
the accumulation of blue-light exposure from our screens 
but anecdotally, some dermatologists say they’ve seen 
what they believe is skin damage from blue light.

#  HOW TO PROTECT YOUR SKIN FROM BLUE LIGHT

1) Use a Sunscreen Even at Home
A lot of us slap on sunscreen before stepping out the 
door, which is great, but for added protection, it is 
advised to use sunscreen indoors too, to help fend off 

How Exposure From Our Phones Correlates to Skin Ageing
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Oscar Wilde once said, “To love oneself is the beginning of a lifelong romance.”  The notion of self-love may come across 
as cheesy and self-indulgent, but learning to love yourself is one of the most powerful and important things in life, 

especially given your current circumstances. What is self-love? It means accepting yourself as you are in this very moment 
for everything that you are. It means accepting your emotions for what they are and putting your physical, emotional and 

mental well-being first. Loving yourself can change every aspect of your life for the better — relationships, your career, 
your health – they all flourish when you start to love yourself.

THE ART OF SELF LOVE

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

you take your greatest flaws and compare them 
to someone else’s greatest success, it’s not only 
unhealthy but you’re setting yourselves up for 
failure. Instead, realise that you’re the author 
of your story and you can’t compare your life 
to someone else’s no matter how well you know 
them. You never know what goes on behind 
the smile in their pictures or how they perceive 
their life. Instead, spend your time and energy 
to pave your own path. You do you.

#  NOURISH YOUR BODY
Treating your body like a loving vessel will 
boost not only your self-love but also your 
energy. Be intentional about what you put into 
your body, not because you want to look good 
but because you want to feel good. Feeding 
your body nutrient-rich foods will have you 
feeling and looking naturally amazing.

# FIND YOUR HAPPY PLACE
Blue light has been shown to induce oxidative 
stress in the skin and to combat that it’s 
important to load up on topical antioxidants 

#  START A GRATITUDE JOURNAL
It has been proven that by writing down five 
things that you’re grateful for each day, you 
can train your brain to be more positive, 
treating yourself to an overall feeling of 
happiness. An important tool to practising 
self-love is embracing an attitude of gratitude, 
love and abundance. So get yourself a cute 
notebook and at the end of each day, for 
the next week, write down five things you’re 
grateful for and see how good it feels to end 
your day this way. You can also express 
gratitude for the things that have happened to 
you that day and the people in your life that 
you’re thankful for. Find at least one thing you 
can thank yourself for each day and you’ll 
see your relationship with yourself shift into 
an incredibly loving place.

# STOP COMPARING YOURSELF
With the advent of social media, people have 
been comparing themselves to the picture-
perfect Instagram-models and their fabulous 
lives. Comparison is a killer to self-love. When 

Its Importance and How to Practise It because sunscreen filters alone just won’t do. 
Dermatologists recommends incorporating 
ingredients like vitamin C, ferulic acid and 
phloretin into your skincare regime, to fight 
both free radicals and pigmentation. 

# EXPRESS YOURSELF
We can’t stress enough the importance of 
finding an outlet to express yourself and feel 
free to be totally you. Whether it’s dancing, 
writing, singing, painting, acting, sculpting, 
cooking, making music, sketching, DJ’ing, 
pottery or poetry — everyone has something 
that works as a release. It’s always something 
that makes you feel fully alive. Analyse 
and think what activity or outlet allows you 
to really let go and be who you truly are? 
Whether it’s unleashing your inner Rihanna 
on the dance floor, singing like no one’s 
listening or evoking your inner Picasso with 
big bold brush strokes of paint, just for the fun 
of it, it’s essential that you make time to do the 
things that allow you to really express yourself 
from the heart.

# CELEBRATE THE TINY WINS
Celebrate your victories, no matter how small 
they may be.  You don’t have to throw a party 
or buy something expensive. You can pop 
a bottle of champagne any day, any time 
but you can simply treat yourself to a nice 
massage, call up a friend for a movie night or 
take yourself to dinner (McDonald’s counts).
floor, singing like no one’s listening or evoking 
your inner Picasso with big bold brush strokes 
of paint, just for the fun of it, it’s essential that 
you make time to do the things that allow you 
to really express yourself from the heart.

# SAY NO TO THINGS OR PEOPLE WHO 
DON’T SERVE YOU
There’s the quote that says you disrespect 
yourself every time you say yes to something 
you actually want to say no. Stop trying to 
please other people by saying yes to things 
that you don’t want to do or can’t because 
of your own schedule. It’s OK to say no — 
actually, it’s encouraged. 
that allow you to really express yourself from 
the heart.
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# TRIBE BOXING STUDIO

Lose yourself to the beat of the music — with a surround-sound music 
system to heighten your senses and an exhilarating group boxing 
workout regime designed to enable you to go at your own pace. 
At Tribe, you can expect a 50-minute workout guided by boxing 
instructors, showcasing signature boxing combinations to the beat of 
the music and High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) — providing you 
with the benefit of a full body workout which is guaranteed to elevate 
your heart rate, while also incorporating the fundamentals of boxing.

Lot LG5-3 Arcoris, Jalan Kiara 4, Mont Kiara, 50480 Kuala 
Lumpur.

# EUPHORIA

Euphoria, a new spin and boxing studio located in Damansara 
Heights, KL offers intense emotional vibes through theatrical and 
musical fitness performances, resulting in euphoria. They strive 
to peek into the vision of building “woke” fitness communities by 
unshackling the community from the pressures of life. In regards to 
boxing, they are offering two types of boxing classes called Hysteria 
and Arcadia, in which one is based on rhythm and the other focuses 
on technique, respectively. In the arena, imagine floating pill bags, 
floor-to-ceiling hypnotic blue which sets the stage. Jab, cross, hooking 
and uppercut your way to the combos of banging tunes with crazy 
vibes and explosive workouts.

W.P, 27-1, Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala 
Lumpur.

They say boxing is as much a mental game as it is a physical one. The inner struggle is a common 
theme in the sport of boxing. It’s one of the only sports in the world that forces an individual to 

look deep inside of themselves to discover who they really are. Boxing is not only a productive way 
to channel that energy—it's also an effective workout for both your body and mind. According to 

experts, boxing can help maintain and build bone density, lower your stress level and improve your 
coordination, balance as well as brain function. As a full-body workout that combines strength and 
cardio, it can also torch a lot of calories. Feel like Floyd Mayweather or Muhammad Ali for a day at 

these boxing gyms/classes listed below. 

FLOAT LIKE A BUTTERFLY, 
STING LIKE A BEE

Boxing Gyms in the Klang Valley

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

#FLYPROJECT

FlyProject’s boxing class incorporates modern day 
methods of shadowboxing, heavy bag work, basic boxing 
techniques and combinations — all with rhythm. Fight 
your way with one of the best overall body conditioning 
methods of training by burning calories, improving muscle 
tone, enhancing cardiovascular endurance, increasing 
coordination skills while boosting self-confidence and 
power. Take up the Beginner Boxing class if you’re new 
to this workouts, which will guide you through 45 minutes 
of rhythmic boxing, with an emphasis on technique and 
movement. Alternatively, for seasoned boxers, the BOX 
100 class is a 45-minute boxing-orientated workout. 
The workout is broken up into boxing and weight-based 
exercises, programmed to focus on the specific aspects of 
strength and conditioning. This class is intense and was 
developed to cater to those looking to push their fitness 
limits.

No.6, Jalan Damanlela, 50490 Kuala Lumpur.

#HIIT REBEL

Designed by HIIT Rebel’s co-founder Elaine, this signature 
Box N Booty+ experience is one of its kind. You will enjoy 
an assortment of creative bodyweight exercises, fat-
burning cardio routines and core work. Not only boxing 
is fun; working on core stabilisation and glute strength 
might even help you relieve some back pain. This class will 
guarantee a good full-body workout, feeling inspired and 
having noticeably lifted butt.

163, Retail Park, Jalan Kiara 3A-02A, Level 3A Mont Kiara, 
50480 Kuala Lumpur.

# FIRE STATION 2

At the FIRE Station, they aim to ignite and fuel this inner 
motivation with their enthusiasm, passion and motivation to 
see their fans achieve their goals and lead a life on FIRE. They 
bring together like-minded people with a common belief in 
health and fitness and the transformative power to energise 
every aspect of life. Fight club meets night club here. It’s all 
the power of old school kickboxing, drilled and skilled in 
a high-energy, high-intensity group atmosphere. So tick off 
that cardio workout and FIRE off that stress relief in just one 
45-minute session.

Lot C/0G/01 & D/0G/04 Ground Floor Plaza, 2, Jalan 
Kiara, Mont Kiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur.
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Almost all of us bear moles on our bodies. These modest marks are typically brown and black, 
but sometimes, they can be red, pink, tan or skin-coloured. Moles are formed when skin cells 

grow in a cluster of the pigmented cell, instead of being spread throughout the skin. It is believed 
that these unique identification marks found on the body can give an insight into an individual’s 
personality. Ultimately, the influence of moles on your future, luck and personality is also decided 
by their placement on your body. Both Indian and Chinese cultures relate moles to astrology and 

belief that the celestial bodies start influencing a person right from foetal development in the 
womb. Find out which moles in certain places over your body are auspicious for you.

AUSPICIOUS MOLES
The mole on your body may reveal your secrets

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

#  SIGNIFICANCE OF MOLES
Funnily enough, a lot can be revealed about 
your personality and future, depending on 
the shape, size and colour of your mole. It 
can tell you the kind of personality you have 
and the destiny you hold in the years to 
come. Take it with a pinch of salt because 
mole astrology can reveal both positive and 
negative impacts and vary for both men 
and women.

# FOREHEAD
If you’re one who have a mole on the right 
side of your forehead, it indicates that you 
will make a lot of money as you grow older. 
It also signifies plenty of opportunities to 
travel abroad. On the other hand, if your 
mole is located on the left side of your 
forehead, it may signify that you’re not one 
with an interest to help others, even if you 
have accumulated an abundance of wealth 
over the years.

# EYEBROWS
People with a mole in the middle of the 
eyebrow are considered born leaders. It 
is quite likely you will live to see immense 
wealth and health. If the mole is at the 
right side of the eyebrow, such persons 

are likely to get married early and have a 
beautiful wife. They tend to succeed more 
in life after marriage. They are likely to 
benefit from the investments in the name of 
their wife. If the mole is located at the left 
side of the eyebrow, such person might drift 
towards misfortune. They may be trumped in 
business and life because of their inability to 
handle their finances effectively. 

# EYELIDS
If there is a mole on either of your eyelids 
(especially the right one), it may mean that 
you will be rich and famous. On the other 
hand, a mole on the inner part of your 
lower eyelids may signify that you are an 
over-spender. So, even if you amass a lot of 
wealth, you will have a hard time saving the 
same.

# CHEST
If you have a blackish-brown mole til on 
your chest, consider yourself lucky. A mole 
on your chest may signify that you are quite 
ambitious and headed towards greater 
things in life. If you plan your life properly, 
you will be very successful.

# EARS
A mole on the inner or outer part of the ears 
signifies a taste for indulgence, the finer 
things in life and spending money on others 
without giving much thought. Even though 
this mole is considered really auspicious, it is 
important that you plan your finances wisely.

# SHOULDER
People with moles on their right shoulder are 
known to manage their finances really well. 
They also know how to utilise their resources 
wisely. So if you have a mole on your right 
shoulder, be rest assured that it is setting you 
up for success.

# LIPS
A mole on the upper lip makes the person 
approachable, with a friendly personality. A 
mole on the lower lip is the mark of a person 
who loves food. They may be also interested 
in arts and acting. A mole on the lower lip 
could also signify a tendency to gamble.

# RIGHT PALM
If you have a mole on your right palm, 
it points towards a really wealthy and 
successful life.
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Born in 1951 to an illustrious family 
of Sri Lanka which produced two 
prime ministers, Senaka Senanayake 

was born to paint. He was celebrated 
as a child prodigy, whose work was first 
exhibited in Colombo in the late 1950’s. 
His work, characterised by its brilliantly 
coloured scenes of lush, overlapping 
jungle fauna and vegetation, has earned 
him a reputation as one of Sri Lanka’s 
most appreciated artists. Often compared 
to Mozart’s childhood genius in music, 
Senanayake redeemed his early promise 
and went on to become one of the most 
sought-after painters of Asia, crossing 
international boundary with a mystifying 
combination of technical skill and a dewy-
eyed child looking at life around him as if 
for the first time. Subsequently, at the tender 
age of 10, he held his first international 
one-man show in New York.

At the age of 14, Senaka clambered 
up the steps of the White House in 
Washington D.C. His painting, The Outer 
Harbour Colombo, adorned the walls 
of the place along with a number of 
masterpieces of the past and present. He 
went on to become the most accomplished 
and famous artist Sri Lanka has ever 
produced. Senanayake’s innate talent 
led him to continue painting and as a 
teenager, he held numerous exhibitions 
in Sri Lanka as well as in Europe, the 
USA and Asia. However, it was only 
after he received formal training at Yale 
University in 1972, where he studied 
art and architecture, that he decided 
to surrender to art and painting. Soon 
after graduating, he moved back to his 
roots in Sri Lanka where he has since 
established himself as one of the region’s 
most important living artists. Fuelled by 
the plight of the Sri Lankan rainforests, 
his recent works encircled the subject, 
including intense deforestation to make 
way for tea plantations.

Ducks, 1992 
Mixed media on paper
55 x 74 cm

For the past decade, Senanayake had 
made his art a medium for environmental 
advocacy: depicting beautiful scenes 
from the rainforests to promote public 
awareness of environmental degradation 
in his native Sri Lanka and around the 
world. Senaka’s work shows a fervent 
passion for nature’s beauty and a great 
knowledge of the flora and fauna of the 
rainforests. Senanayake draws influence 
from a diverse range of sources, including 
his childhood experience, the vibrant 
landscape of his home country, and the 
archaic forms of traditional Buddhist art. 
His work has been shown in most parts 
of Europe and South Asia with critical 
acclaim. One of Senaka’s objectives is 
to establish a connection with everyone 
that encounters his work. “Many times, 
people walk and be a piece of art and 
don’t respond… I want my paintings to 
talk. Everyone from a street sweeper to 
a university professor should be able to 
relate to my art,” he said. Each of his 
canvases takes between two to three 
weeks to complete.  Layer upon layer of 
paint is added, creating an incredible 
depth to the colours and imparting a rich 
feel to the works which appear to have an 
almost luminescent quality to them.

To date he has more than 100 solo 
shows to his credit, and numerous 
group shows in the countries of Europe, 
China, Australia, Japan, Singapore, 
Czechoslovakia, Korea and Egypt 
to name a few. His work has been 
documented by Metro Goldwyn, British 
Movietone News, BBC TV, London, Yeo 
Soo TV, South Korea, TV Austria and Star 
TV, India. Various journals, magazines 
and newspapers such as The New York 
Sunday Times, Washington Post, London 
Times, Weser Kurier, Germany, UNESCO 
Features, Paris, National Geographic 
Magazine, Asia Week and many others 
have devoted their mediums to document 
Senaka’s work. His paintings hang in the 
White House, the UN building in New 
York, in museums, private collections and 
corporate headquarters of multinationals 
around the world. Senaka lives and works 
in Sri Lanka.

SENAKA SENANAYAKE
PAINTING THE BEAUTY OF NATURE
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Sugar Cane Worker, 1964
Oil on canvas
117 x 102.5 cm

Farmers
Oil on canvas
93 x 93 cm

Cranes, 1992 
Mixed media on paper
74 x 55 cm
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Affectionately regarded as Malang, 
Mauro Santos was a Filipino 
cartoonist and illustrator. At the 

age of 10, Malang’s parents arranged for 
him to get art lessons under the tutelage 
of famed artist Teodoro Buenaventura. 
The introductory drawing instructions he 
received stayed with him throughout his 
years at the Antonio Regidor Elementary 
and Arellano High School and influenced 

his next step in education as he enrolled 
in the University of the Philippines’ School 
of Fine Arts in 1946. At the age of 19, 
after only one semester, Malang left the 
university and accepted a position in the 
Manila Chronicle’s art department. There, 
he trained under the guidance of cartoonist 
Liborio “Gat’’ Gatbonton, which sparked 
a great interest in cartoon illustration. This 
inspired young Malang to create an original 

comic strip called ‘Kosme, the Cop, Retired’ 
during his apprenticeship. This daily strip 
was given an English text, which made it 
stand out as the country’s first. It was also 
during this time that he began receiving 
further encouragement and instruction from 
another self-taught painter, Hernando R. 
Ocampo, who was editing at the time for a 
subset of the Manila Chronicle, This Week 
Magazine.

MAURO MALANG SANTOS
PHILIPPINES GIFTED ARTIST AND CARTOONIST
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

By 1955, Malang aided in opening a 
gallery where the main focus would be 
cartoons. The gallery was called the 
Bughouse and presented Malang’s own 
works alongside contemporaries like Larry 
Alcala, Hugo Yonzon, and his mentor, 
“Gat” Gatbonton. Only two years later, 
Malang began receiving recognition for his 
cartoons and was included in the esteemed 
Twelve Artists selection by Lyd Arguilla of 
the Philippines Art Gallery. In 1958, he 
was also conferred the Award for Editorial 
Design by the Art Directors Guild of the 
Philippines. Later that same year, Malang 
was commissioned to create a mural (and 
one of his best known works) ‘Barrio Fiesta’ 
for the FGU-Insular Life Building. Pepito 
Blanco, who had taught Malang to mix oil 
paints, assisted him in this endeavour. 

Lyd Arguilla’s Philippine Art Gallery was 
the first to offer Malang a solo exhibition in 
1962. This show comprised small pen-and-
ink cartoons on simple white backgrounds. 
It was at this exhibit that artist Manansala 
reportedly pulled Malang aside to advise 
the addition of colour as backdrop to 
help his images pop. Malang heeded 
this advice and would experiment with 
colours as a prime element of his future 
work. Accolades continued rolling in for 
the artist as he was awarded a TOYM in 
1963 and then, after receiving various 
honours over the years from the Society of 
Philippine Illustrators and Cartoonists, he 
was bestowed with the title of Artist of the 
Year in 1964. 

The next year, Malang worked in 
collaboration with Asuncion, Bungian, 
Kiukok, Manansala, Ocampo and Yonzon 
to open Gallery Seven — the first Makati 
art gallery. In 1966, Malang began a 
new project to bring printmaking, a huge 
passion of his, into the spotlight. Together 
with a few major contemporaries and 
friends, the project called ‘Art for the 
Masses’ introduced affordable art for the 
first time through prints which allowed a 
broader base of art appreciators to get 
involved as collectors and supporters of the 
arts. The Luz Gallery published a book on 
Malang’s work the following year.

The City of Manila bestowed the great 
honour of the Patnubay Ng Sining at 
Kalinangan to Malang in 1981. Ten 
years later, he held a landmark exhibition 
composed of 28 original works that 
marked a drastic shift in his career into the 
field of abstract and cubism, and away 
from cartoons for a while. Though he 
devoted much of his career and gained 

Mauro Malang Santos B. Manila, 1928
Vendor, 1997
Oil on canvas 13.5 x 17.5 cm
SOLD RM 14,653.60
KLAS Art Auction 31 January 2016

fame for cartoon work and illustrations, 
his art evolved toward more abstract 
modernist oils; his signature subjects 
became female figures of the local slums, 
dressed in traditional clothing and carrying 
baskets with fruits. He never quit exploring 
new media, colours and approaches, 
which was apparent in his body of work 
over the centuries. As he grew older, 

Mauro Malang Santos B. Manila, 1928
Mother and Child, 2000
Gouche on paper 35.5 x 11 cm
SOLD RM 6,600.00
KLAS Art Auction 10 November 2013

Mauro Malang Santos B. Manila, 1928
Untitled Abstract
Mixed media on paperboard  54 x 122 cm

Malang’s imagination only became more 
vast and vivid. In 2007, he made 78 
works and exhibited his collection at 
the Art Center in the SM Megamall. He 
continued to paint and experiment with his 
art, and his prolific collection of singular 
works continued to expand until his death 
in 2017.
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Anyone familiar with his works would 
most definitely say that Khoo Sui Hoe 
has a way with the emotive power of 

colours and compositional qualities. It was his 
trademark. Known for his inimitable surrealistic 
stylisation of masks, figures and landscapes, 
Khoo who graduated from the Nanyang 
Academy of Fine Arts in 1961, was under the 
tutelage of Cheong Soo Pieng and Georgette 
Chen. Following his move from Malaysia to 
the West in 1982, Khoo’s artworks portray 
his evolving artistic practice and development 
which spans Singapore, Malaysia and the 
United States.

HIS LIFE AND CAREER
Khoo Sui Hoe was born in 1939, in Baling, 
Kedah, the third of seven children. His father 
was a fine tailor who ran a general store 
before becoming a rubber planter. He studied 
at the Seng Yok Primary School in Kedah from 
1945 to 1951. At the age of 12, he moved 
to Penang and studied at Chung Ling High 
School, then Green Lane Normal School and 
four years later, at Han Chiang High School. 
Due to a certain misunderstanding (he, as the 
class monitor, was sent by his classmates to 
convey their unhappiness with their algebra 
teacher. As a result of this, he was wrongly 
labelled as a troublemaker), and was asked to 
leave the school.

In 1957, he taught in Pei Chye School, a 
primary school in Kedah for three months. The 
Kedah State Education Department offered him 
a place at the Teachers Training Course, but 
was asked to leave mere weeks later without 
reason, wrongly blacklisted for his alleged 
communist inclination. He then aspired to be 
a journalist in Singapore (for Sin Chew Jit 
Poh or Nanyang Siang Pau), as he had been 
writing poems and short stories since junior 
high. However, due to job unavailability with 
the press, he worked as a concrete labourer 
and finally, when pressed by his parents 
to give up working as a labourer and to 
further his studies in any field – on a whim 
he mentioned art. They say the things that 
happen by accident always turn out to be the 
greatest occurrences in your life. Also, great 
discoveries are often made through accidents. 
However, for Khoo, it might be a cross 
between an accident and fate. 

material he could get at the time and never 
had any problems with inspiration.  After 
moving and staying at Galleri de Mai, 
an art supply shop owned by watercolour 
and batik artist Tay Mo-Leong, he painted 
“Two By The Lake”. This piece won him the 
1st prize at the Malaysian Art and Craft 
Competition. It was around this time that 
he helped Tay Mo-Leong launch Salon de 
Mai, an international art exhibition which 
attracted many artists from South-East 
Asia.  At the same time, he took a job as 
a temporary worker to paint a mural size 
painting Fishing Village for the Penang State 
Museum. He was given a daily wage of 
RM15.

His first one-man show was held in 1965 
at the British Council Kuala Lumpur, where 
he was dubbed “a Poet in Paint” by Frank 
Sullivan. Lim Chong Keat bought two of his 
paintings and they both forged a lasting 
friendship, and Lim also offered to hold an 
exhibition for Khoo. For this, he painted two 
8 x 8 foot paintings: “Children of the Sun” 
and “A Day in 1946” (now lost), one 12 x 
6 foot “The Golden Wedding” (now in the 
collection of the United Overseas Bank) and 
another painting that was also lost. Khoo 
held his second exhibition a year after. 

In 1967, the Art Council of Malaysia 
sponsored a one-man show at the Balai 
Ampang, AIA Building, Kuala Lumpur 
and opening the show was the Minister of 
Finance, Tun Tan Siew Sin.  Kington Loo, the 
chairman of the Arts Council of Malaysia, 
said that there was no doubt that Khoo 
Sui Hoe was an artist who had earned a 
worthy place in Malaysian art. In 1968, 
Khoo held his fifth one-man show at the 
National Library, Singapore, a show that 
was opened by the Singapore Minister for 
Culture, Jek Yuen Thong. He stressed that 
Singapore needed artists like Sui Hoe, who 
were “bold and unconventional, and had 
the courage to explore new vistas.” Khoo 
also painted “One Fine Day” here, but a 
dog destroyed it after being exhibited. He 
experimented with batik, but found it too 
laborious and did not like it. He met fellow 
artist Prateung Emjaroen, with whom he built 
another lasting friendship. In 1969, 19 out 
of 23 paintings from his exhibition from the 

year before were sold and Khoo then flew to 
Japan for two months. He made friends with 
photographer Anzai Shigeo. That year also 
was the year that Khoo held his 7th one-man 
show in Taipei. 

In 1970, he held another one-man show at 
the National Library in Singapore. Professor 
DW Notley, the Dean of Architecture of 
the University of Singapore opened the 
show. Singapore Chinese art critic Ma Ko 
wrote, “Khoo Sui Hoe found his own style 
since 1965. He was seen as an artist of 
modern primitivism and one would relate 
him as our Henry Rousseau in the east.” 
A 3-man exhibition with Thomas Yeo and 
Yeo Hoe Koon followed, and after much 
encouragement and support from Lim Chong 
Keat, he set up Alpha Gallery. In 1973, 
he was invited to be a resident artist at 
Mekpayap Art Center in Bangkok, a complex 
set up by Princess Chumpot. He held a one-
man show and the world renowned Belgian 
artist Hundertwasser came to the exhibition. 
Khoo lived in Cameron Highlands at this time 
and started doing paintings of the place. 

In 1974, he was given a grant from the 
JJohn D. Rockefeller III Fund, awarding him 
with the opportunity to study development 
of contemporary art in New York. Before 
he left, he held various shows. This grant 
provided him with the chance to visit many 
important museums and view many great 
artists’ works. He also studied at the Pratt 
Graphics Center in New York, where he 
also produced different artistic mediums such 
as prints-making, etching and silkscreen. 
After a year in the US, he visited Europe’s 
contemporary art museums.

In 1977-89, he started the Utara Group – an 
art group consisting of artists such as Lim 
Kung Chooi, Lim Chee Boon, Syed Salleh 
Mustaff, Yeong Chee Cheong, Tang Hon 
Yin, Chong Hip Seng, Sharifah Fatimah 
Zubir, Judin Ahmad, Sulaiman Jamalludin 
and Askandar Unglehrt. They held yearly 
exhibitions at the Penang State Art Gallery 
and had many shows in Kuala Lumpur and 
Singapore. In 1978, Khoo held a show at 
Raya Gallery in Melbourne and Newton 
Gallery in Adelaide. This was the time he 
returned to his figures – figures that are 
usually set peacefully in the air or above 
water. In 1981, the Art Society of the 
International Monetary Fund in Washington 
DC presented a one-man show by Khoo. In 
1982, he and his wife made the decision 
to immigrate to the US, in order to provide 
his children with better education. For many 
more years to come, Khoo Sui Hoe held 
many exhibitions in the US. In the 2000s, Lim 
Chong Keat organised Sui Hoe @ Bellevue, a 
solo show-cum-symposium in Penang.

In 1959, He enrolled himself at the 
Nanyang Academy of Fine Art (NAFA) 
and studied under two widely acclaimed 
artists – Cheong Soo Pieng and Georgette 
Chen. This was never a serious pursuit, 
but Chen taught him perspective while 
Cheong encouraged his students to explore 
watercolour and oil (and influenced them 
to use palette knives). Lai Foong Moi also 
coached Khoo in the technique of the 
brush. In 1962, he invited three of his 
classmates to organise an art exhibition 
at the Singapore National Library. These 
classmates were Lee Ming Thong, Tan 
Chew Ming and Cheah Yew Saik, who, 
later on became the founder and principal 
of the Kuala Lumpur College of Art. Khoo 
was initially denied entry as he did not 
have any appointments. However, due to 

his persistence and efforts, the Ministry of 
Culture finally gave in and allowed them 
to carry on with the show, and were kind 
enough to open it. The exhibition was a hit 
and definitely boosted the spirits of these 
four young artists. A year later, another 
show – a five-man show this time – was held 
at the British Council in Kuala Lumpur, with 
Goh Chong Thar joining the group. 

In 1964-65, Khoo returned home to Kedah 
but due to differences with his father, 
eventually left for Penang. There, he met Yeo 
Hoe Koon, an ex-classmate from Green Lane 
Normal School. Hoe Koon gave him shelter, 
food and a spot in his studio – an attic of 
a coffee shop. Khoo loved painting water, 
having grown up surrounded by it. He 
also painted on hard board, the cheapest 

KHOO SUI HOE
CONVEYING BLISS AND SPIRITUALITY THROUGH 
REPRESENTATIONAL ELEMENTS
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

“I PAINT TO GLORIFY THE GIFT 

BESTOWED UPON ME. ART IS LIKE A 

RELIGION,” said Khoo Sui Hoe, and 

true enough, there is an omnipresent 

and resilient spiritual presence and 

aura in his paintings. 

Khoo Sui Hoe B. Kedah, 1939
Face in Gold, 1996
Oil on canvas 90 x 90 cm
SOLD RM 29,120.00
KLAS Art Auction 8 January 2015

Khoo Sui Hoe B. Kedah, 1939
Call of the Wild, 1966
Oil on canvas 100 x 100 cm
SOLD RM 62,720.00
KLAS Art Auction 28 September 2014

Khoo Sui Hoe B. Kedah, 1939
The Wedding 1, 1980
Oil on canvas 76.2 x 76.2 cm
SOLD RM 30,800.00
KLAS Art Auction 7 April 2013

Khoo Sui Hoe B. Kedah, 1939
Clouds over the Rocks, 1982
Acrylic on canvas 89.5 x 89.5 cm
SOLD RM 20,900.00
KLAS Art Auction 7 April 2013
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Premier King

Bica _ CoCourtyard

Tucked in the iconic integrated 
development of Sunway City Kuala 
Lumpur is Sunway Pyramid Hotel, a 

four star hotel boasting 602 rooms. Sunway 
Pyramid Hotel integrates rich design colour 
hues with contemporary interiors and stylish 
ergonomic furnishings, catering to a new 
generation of traveller needs. The hotel 
sees six categories of guest rooms, family 
suites and studio rooms, each fully equipped 
with the essential conveniences for an 
effortless stay. The Deluxe Room, furnished 
with comfortable king or twin-bedded 
configurations, is ideal for leisure and 
business trips. The Deluxe Park Room offers 
spectacular views of Sunway Lagoon theme 
park while the Executive City View Rooms, 
ranging between 33 to 40 sqm, is perfect 
for guests seeking additional space. 

Specially designed Family Rooms easily 
accommodate travellers with young children 
by offering a king bed and a bunk bed 
while the Family Suite features 60 sqm of 
comfortable spaces with two bathrooms, a 
mini-refrigerator, a microwave and bedding 
options for up to six persons. For extended 
stays, the Balcony Studios located on the 
upper levels provides a home away from 
home that features a dining area, a fully-
equipped kitchenette and a balcony that 
offers panoramic vistas of the city skyline.

Sunway Pyramid Hotel brings a new level of 
energy, excitement and vibrancy to Sunway 
City Kuala Lumpur. Each guestroom, studio 
and suite feature complimentary Wi-Fi and 
wired broadband internet access, bedside 
USB charger outlets, LED Smart TV with 
satellite news, sports and movie channels, 
flexible workspaces, high-pressure walk-
in shower, ample closet space including 
enhanced facilities and upgrades.

A new life has been breathed into 
the ‘Grand Dame’ of hotels, 
Sheraton Imperial Kuala Lumpur. 

This luxurious hotel has been beloved 
by business travellers and discerning 
international vacationers alike for over 
two decades. Its recently-refreshed look 
serves a juxtaposition of classic and 
contemporary while preserving certain 
elements that grants the hotel its imperial 
epithet. Guests are drawn into a grandeur 
space with opulent chandeliers illuminating 
the space and magnificent flights of grand 
staircases that unfolds layers of the hotel. 
Sheraton Imperial KL’s iconic landmark in 
Jalan Sultan Ismail proves to be its greatest 
advantage, offering extended shopping and 
sightseeing opportunities to the heritage 
row, art galleries, flourishing business hubs 
and more. With increased accommodation 
options, refreshed dining concepts paired 
with Sheraton’s signature services, this 
hotel delivers hospitality that surpasses the 
comfort of your own home.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN 

Sojourn in the City

SUNWAY PYRAMID 
HOTEL

Just steps away from Sunway Pyramid 
Hotel, the 88-acre Sunway Lagoon 
theme park offers over 90 rides and 
attractions spread across six signature 
parks — Water Park, Extreme Park, 
Amusement Park, Wildlife Park, Scream 
Park and the Nickelodeon Lost Lagoon 
— the first Nickelodeon themed land 
in Asia featuring over 10 rides. The 
Water Park lays claim to the world’s 
largest man-made beach; the Sunway 
Surf Beach, stretching over 13,000 
sqm, can generate perfect waves up to 
2.4 metres, and has been an irresistible 
draw for many events. Other attractions 
include the world’s highest, largest and 
most thrilling water ride, the Vuvuzela, 

Malaysia’s first permanent bungee jump 
by AJ Hackett, the country’s first surf 
simulator - the FlowRider combining 
surfing, wakeboarding and skateboarding 
and the world’s first Waterplexx 5D.

One top of the plethora of retail and 
food and beverages outlets purveyed by 
Sunway Pyramid Mall, to which the hotel 
is connected to, is Yeast Boulangerie-
Bistro, an all-new dual-concept bakery 
and restaurant located in the hotel’s 
lobby. 

Sunway Pyramid Hotel, Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar 
Sunway, 47500 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
www.sunwayhotels.com/sunway-pyramid 
Tel: 03-7492 8000

Sunway Pyramid Hotel

Family Suite at Sunway Pyramid Hotel

# SHERATON CLUB ROOM
For an indulgent home away from home, 
pick the Sheraton Club Room. Decked in 
earthy hues of brown and grey, the room 
exuded contemporary comfort. The view 
overlooking KL Tower and the city’s skyline 
prompts you the lounge on the sofa and 
take in the view, especially during sunset. 
The Sheraton Club Room boasts generous 
provisioning from its huge flat screen TV to 
USB ports conveniently placed ubiquitously 
and most importantly, a capacious and 
comfortable bed. Meanwhile, the bathroom 
sees a regal, classic marble finishing (the 
hallmark of Sheraton Imperial’s aesthetic), 
bath and a designated shower area. As the 
name of the room suggests, guests staying in 
this room are given access to the Sheraton 
Club Lounge, where free-flow of coffee and 
tea facilities are available throughout the 
day. In the evening, guests can indulge in 
cocktails and canapés before dinner. There 
are several options for breakfast at this 
hotel including room service, a sumptuous 

breakfast at Essence and a quitter spread at 
the club lounge. Those who wouldn’t want 
to leave the comfort of the room can opt for 
the in-room breakfast experience where you 
can choose from an extensive menu to suit 
your palate.

# FACILITIES AT SHERATON IMPERIAL KL
Drift to sleep on the plush bed only to 
wake up rejuvenated and well-rested. Take 
this opportunity to slow down, bask in the 
morning sun and take a dip at their serene 
pool, followed by a trip to the gym to take 
advantage of the top-of-the-line exercise 
machines. Refreshed and energised, you 
will feel ready for another day of splendid 
food experiences. Take indulgence to the 
next level at Mandara Spa and allow 
trained masseuse to work out all the knots 
and tensions in the body through massage 
therapy and facial and body treatments.

Sheraton Imperial Kuala Lumpur Hotel, Jalan Sultan 
Ismail, 50250 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2717 9900

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

SHERATON IMPERIAL KUALA LUMPUR
The Grand Dame of Hotels

Lobby - Grand Staircase

Club Suite RoomPavilion Lounge 
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NIZZA AT SOFITEL
KUALA LUMPUR DAMANSARA

Level 3, Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Daman-
sara, No. 6, Jalan Damanlela, Bukit 
Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur

MORI KOHI
11, Jalan Aman, Off Jalan Tun Razak, 

55000 Kuala Lumpur, Wilayah
Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur

Bar Trigona
145, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8670

Mantra bar
Rooftop Bangsar Village II.
+60 17-344 8299 

The Roof
1 First Avenue Bandar Utama, 
Petaling Jaya
+60 3-8605 3388

4, Jln Delima,kl

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

                Jasons Food Hall 
is a favourite with shoppers, as it 
offers an extensive range of fresh and 
international food brands.  
10am - 10pm daily.

Tel: 03-2117 3111

Tel: 03-2691 6599

Tel: 03-2782 3800

Tel: 03-2142 6636

Tel: 03-5633 2530

Tel: 03-6201 6553

Tel: 03-2786 9333

10am - 10pm dayly

Tel: 03-6211 7877

/ 2430 / 2431

Tel: 03-2697 9312

Tel: 03-8949 6288

Centre 03-2148 8744

03-2782 3875

KL’s Best Bar

Avenue K Shopping Mall
156 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. Tel: 03 2168 7800
Avenue K is Kuala Lumpur’s coolest 
urban hub where life and creativity are 
celebrated. The new Avenue K aims to 
indulge your retail desires, cater to your 
entertainment needs and satisfy your 
appetite for top-notch dining in comfort. 
Far from a regular mall, it offers exciting 
experiences and a trend setting venue 
where shoppers can relax and treat 
yourself to a good time. With over 60 
exciting dining options including Fresca 
Mexican Kitchen, Dolly Dim Sum, 
Samba Brazilian Steakhouse, Sushi 
Zanmai, Nene Chicken, Boat Noodle, 
Sushi King and Bankara Ramen. there 
is no doubt that Avenue K is a foodie’s 
heaven.  • 10am to 10pm

IOI City Mall
Management Office, Unit T2-3A-3 & 
Unit T2-3A-3A, Level 3A, IOI City Tower 
Two, Lebuh IRC, IOI Resort City, 62502 
Putrajaya, Sepang, Selangor. 
Tel: 03-8328 8900
The multi award-winning IOI City Mall, 
located within IOI Resort City, is the 
largest mall in Southern Klang Valley. It 
is easily accessible via major highways 
and public transport. Its 1.5 million sq. 
ft. of lettable space is occupied by trendy 
fashion brands, supermarket, cineplexes 
and F&B outlets offering exquisite local 
and international dining experiences.  • 
10am to 10pm

MyTOWN Shopping Centre
No.6, Jalan Cochrane Cheras, Seksyen 
90, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2710 0057
MyTOWN is located in Kuala Lumpur, 
anchored by IKEA Cheras. Visit us 
easily by bypass or take a ride on the 
MRT to the Cochrane underground 
MRT station. The blend of fashion 
forward retail, amazing amenities, 
stylish alfresco events make MyTOWN 
the premier shopping destination in the 
heart of Kuala Lumpur. It’s more than 
just shopping… It’s an experience for 
everyone in the family!
• 10am to 10pm

The Starling Mall
6, Jalan SS 21/37, Damansara 
Utama, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7730 7000
Built in an organic form with a fluid 
façade and natural setting, The Starling 
is a space where nature is immersed 
into urban retail environment to create 
a unique space for togetherness in 
harmony with nature. 

Celestial Court
03-2717 9988
• Jalan Sultan Ismail • Sheraton 
Imperial Kuala Lumpur Hotel  
• Oriental Cuisine • Casual Dining

FLOUR Restaurant
012-960 0053 • Unit No. 69 & 71G, 
Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Shang Palace
03-2074 3904 • 11 Jalan Sultan Ismail  
50250 Kuala Lumpur  • Pork-free 
• Shangri-La Hotel KL • Cantonese 
Cuisine

Yun House 
03-2382 8888 • Four Seasons Place, 
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Pork-free • Four Seasons 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Dim sum

Opium KL
03-2142 5670 • 50, Changkat Bukit 
Bintang, Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Oriental

Wan Chun Ting
03 2720 6688 • No. 6 – Jalan 
Damanlela, Bukit Damansara, 50490 
Kuala Lumpur. • Sofitel Kuala Lumpur 
Damansara Hotel • Dim Sum
• Casual Dining

Din Tai Fung Pavilion
03-2148 8292 • 168, Bukit Bintang 
Street, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Dim Sim  • Casual Dining

Luk Yu Tea House
03 2782 3850  • Starhill Gallery 181, 
Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur  •  Dim Sum  • Tea House
•  Casual Dining

Tao Chinese Cuisine
03-2782 6000  •  65, Jalan Ampang, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur  •  Intercontinental 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur  •  Oriental Cuisine
•  Casual Dining

Sunway Velocity Mall
Lingkaran SV, Sunway Velocity, 55100 
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2786 3970
Sunway Velocity Mall is earmarked to 
be the leading destination in KL South 
with its cutting-edge architecture, neo 
futuristic façade and contemporary 
interior. Built with connectivity in mind, 
the mall is easily accessible through 
major roads and highways and is 
well-serviced by public transportation 
including 1 LRT and 2 MRTs.
• 10am to 10pm

The LINC KL
360, Jalan Tun Razak, 50400  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-92130388
The LINC KL is an escape, a hideaway, a 
preferred destination for when you want 
to take a break from your busy life and 
reconnect with nature. It is a place full 
of such possibilities. Room for nature. 
Room for coming together. Room for 
celebration. Space to grow. Space to 
simply be yourself.
• 10am to 10pm

Shoppes at Four Seasons Place
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2391 9655
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place is an 
elegant showcase spanning over six 
levels of retail, restaurants, a boutique 
grocer, and more. Immerse yourself in 
seamless accessibility with your every 
convenience within comfort’s reach. 
Take your time to explore the collection 
of carefully curated brands uniquely 
housed amidst wide spaces, marble 
halls, and comfortable lounge areas. 
Strategically located in the Golden 
Triangle of Kuala Lumpur, the mall 
welcomes you to indulge in an idyllic 
experience.
• 10am to 10pm

Nadodi KL
03 2181 4334 • Lot 183, 1st Floor, Jalan 
Mayang, Off Jalan Yap Kwan Seng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining 
• Pork-free

Qureshi Malaysia
03-2011 1007 • Ground Floor, East 
Wing, TPC Kuala Lumpur No 10, Jalan 
1/70D, Off Jalan Bukit Kiara, 60000 
Kuala Lumpur. •  Casual Dining
• Halal

Cé La Vi
03-2770 3360 • Ilham Tower, No 8, Jln 
Binjai, 50450 Kuala Lumpur • Pan-Asian
• Pork-free  • Casual Dining

Open House
03-2162 0888  • G48 Suria KLCC, 
Lakeside, 50888 Kuala Lumpur  
• Malaysian  • Pork-free
• Fine Dining

Barat Lifestyle Vegetarian 
Restaurant
010-288 2654  • 19, Lorong Kurau, 
Taman Bukit Pantai, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.
• Fusion Vegetarian Restaurant
• Casual Dining • Halal

Chez Gaston KL by Rendez-Vous
011-3993 0036 • 12G, Jalan Bangsar 
Utama 9, Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.
• Non-halal  • Casual Dining

Entier French Dining
03-2268 3819  • Level 41 at Alila 
Bangsar No 58, Jalan Ang Seng, 
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
• Pork-free  •  Fine Dining

Bistro à Table
03-7931 2831 • 6, Jalan 17/54, 
Seksyen 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor. • Fine Dining • Pork-free

Contango
03-2785 8000 • 5, Jalan Sultan 
Hishamuddin, Tasik Perdana, 50000 
Kuala Lumpur • The Majestic Hotel KL 
• Pork-free  •  Casual Dining

Babe by Jeff Ramsay
013 209 1330  • 11th Floor, Work@
Clearwater, Changkat Semantan, 
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala 
Lumpur  • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Huckleberry Food and Fare
03-2098 7933 • Plaza Damansara, 
Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur  • Casual Dining
• Pork-free

Mr Chew’s Chino Latino
The Penthouse, WOLO, Bukit Bintang 
Street, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
+60 3-4065 0168

Marinis on 57
Level 57, Menara 3 Petronas, 
 Persiaran KLCC.
+60 3-2386 6030
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Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8888  .  Four Seasons Place, 
145, Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.fourseasons.com .Yun House (Chi-
nese Restaurant) .Curate (All Day Dining) 
.Bar Trigona (Bar) .The Lounge At Four 
Seasons(International) .Pool Bar & Grill

W Kuala Lumpur
+603-2786 8888  .No. 121, Jalan 
Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.mariott.com .Yen (Chinese 
Restaurant) .Flock (All Day Dining) 
.Woobar (Bar)

Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
145, Jalan Ampang

03-2382 8888

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral

Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar 
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails & 
Snacks)    From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA
03-8787 3333

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill, 
Palmz Lounge (Wn) .  From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234    Jalan Pinang
   KLCC    JP Teres (Malaysian), 
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the of-
ficial residence of Malaysia’s king since 
Nov 11, 2011.  Influenced by both Is-
lamic and traditional Malay architecture, 
this unique structure is the latest addition 
to the country’s architectural wonders.

Raja Chulan

03-2020 5499 03-2267 1111

Makana Restaurant

03-20201708

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

03-2162 2233

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green 
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6 
Restaurant (Int’l) . From470+

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa

Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300  .  Jalan 1 Taman 
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084  .  Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC  .  Fine Dining

Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022  .  9, Jalan Delima,  
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur .  Casual Dining

Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783  .  124A, Jalan Kasah, 
Medan Damansara .  Casual Dining

Nippori Cafe
03-7733 8592  .  102 (First Floor), 
Empire Damansara, Jalan PJU 8/8, Da-
mansara Perdana, 47820 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor .  Casual Dining

Yuzu
03-2284 7663  .  The Gardens,  
Mid Valley City .  Casual Dining

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111  .  Jalan Stesen Sentral 2, 
Kuala Lumpur Sentral .  From RM850

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
03-2720 6688  .  6, Jalan Damanlela, 
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur 
.  From RM330-RM820  . www.sofitel-
kualalumpur-damansara.com

Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000  .  Jalan Bulan Off  
Jalan Bukit Bintang  
.  www.capitol.com.my

Element by Westin Kuala Lumpur
03-2771 3388  .  Ilham Tower, 8, Jln 
Binjai, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur .  Trace Restaurant & Bar .  
From RM343 . www.marriott.com 

Sunway Resort
+603 7492 8000 . Sunway Resort, 
Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway, 
47500 Selangor . www.sunwayhotels.
com . The Resort Cafe (All Day Dining)

Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL

Villa Samadhi Kuala Lumpur
+603 2143 2300 . No. 8, Persiaran 
Madge Off Jalan Madge, 55000 Kuala 
Lumpur . www.villasamadhi.com.my 
. The Dining Room (All Day Dining)

Hilton KL
+603 2264 2264 . 3 Jalan Stesen 
Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur 
. ww3.hilton.com . Chynna (Chinese 
Restaurant) . Vasco’s (All Day Dining) 
Graze (European) . Zeta Bar (Bar) 
. Iketeru (Japanese)

The Ruma Hotel and Residences
+60 3 2778 0888  . 7 Jalan Kia Peng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur . www.theruma.
com . ATAS Modern Malaysian Eatery 
(Modern Malaysian) .  Santai Pool and 
Lounge . Seven Lobby Bar and Lounge 

Sheraton Petaling Jaya
+60 3 7622 8888  . Jalan Utara C, 
Petaling Jaya, 46200 Selangor 
. www.mariott.com/sheraton-petaling-
jaya . Yue (Chinese) . Feast (Interna-
tional) .  Miyabi (Japanese) .  Sala 
(Bar) .  Chime (cigar and whisky bar)

EQ 
+603 - 2789 7777 . Equatorial Plaza
Jalan Sultan Ismail 50250 Kuala Lum-
pur . Nipah . Kampachi
. www.eqkualalumpur.com

Sunway Pyramid Hotel
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon, 
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor
.  The Resort Cafe, The Lobby Lounge, 
Cherootz

Tao (chi)

03-2782 6000

.OneSixFive(Japanese)

www.ihg.com
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KL Lifestyle 
31 Jalan Utara, 

46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, 
Malaysia

Tel: +603 7932 0668
 Email: info@mediate.com.my

Craft Complex Craft Complex 
03- 2164 834403- 2164 8344
 Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •  Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. • 

Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik 
printing and pottery from the 13 states printing and pottery from the 13 states 
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. 
• E9 FREE• E9 FREE

Telekom MuseumTelekom Museum
03-2031 996603-2031 9966
 Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan  Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan 

• Displays interesting exhibits of • Displays interesting exhibits of 
  telephones and evolution of their   telephones and evolution of their 
  designs over the years.   designs over the years. 
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays • Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays 
• E6 FREE• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad BuildingSultan Abdul Samad Building
 Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan  Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan 

Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big 
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and Ben of KL, this historical landmark and 
heritage building is well known for its heritage building is well known for its 
Moghul architecture dating back to Moghul architecture dating back to 
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme 
Court. • E5Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers PETRONAS Twin Towers 
03- 2615 818803- 2615 8188

 KLCC • KL City Centre • The  KLCC • KL City Centre • The 
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped 
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is 
open to visitors between 9am-7pm open to visitors between 9am-7pm 
daily, closed on Monday • D8daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2274 6542

03-2089 3400

MUSEUMS

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  
3 to 12 years old3 to 12 years old

03-2267 1111

03-2331 7007

03-2094 1222

03-9200 0039

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118

Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,  
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park
First World Plaza, Resorts World Genting,
Level 1, Genting Highlands, 69000 
Tel: 03-2718 1118

District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888

CONTACT:

TO
ADVERTISE

IN
THIS

SPACE

BARATHAN AMUTHAN

P H O T O G RA P H E R

+60 12-244 6797
 IG : framesbybarathanamuthan

9am-6pm   F4

          Entry Mykad Holder 
- RM49(Adult), RM39 (Child), General 
Admission -  RM69 (Adult), RM59 (Child)

03-6200 1000
03-7967 3936

03-7957 4341

03-2092 7070

03-6187 8786

Casino De Genting
03-6101 1118

Flight Training
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Heineken Marketing Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. Company No. 196501000156 (5971-D) 
Sungei Way Brewery, Lot 1135, Batu 9, Jalan Klang Lama, 46000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.

Strongbow Magazine FPFC Ad
Size: 275(H) X 210(W) mm     Text Area: 245(H) X 180(W) mm     Bleed: 285(H) X 220(W) mm

9 MRT LALUAN SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG
MRT SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG LINE

10 Dalam
pembinaan
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

KTM LALUAN TERMINAL SKYPARK
KTM TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

Penumpang perlu keluar daripada bangunan
stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan yang lain.*

Penumpang TIDAK PERLU keluar daripada
bangunan stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan
yang lain. *

Stesen Pertukaran

Interchange Station

Passengers are required to exit station building
to switch lines.*

Passengers are NOT REQUIRED to exit
station building to switch lines. *

*

*

Penumpang digalakkan untuk menggunakan kad MyRapid Touch ‘n 
Go (bagi laluan rel Rapid KL) atau kad Touch ‘n Go semasa 
menggunakan perkhidmatan tren bagi perkiraan tambang yang lebih 
rendah dan pertukaran yang lebih lancar di stesen pertukaran.
Penumpang yang menggunakan tiket/token sehala yang ingin 
membuat pertukaran ke laluan lain di stesen pertukaran adalah 
tertakluk pada arahan penggunaan yang ditetapkan seperti yang 
berikut:
- membuat pertukaran di stesen pertukaran selepas keluar dari pintu  
 automatik
- mendapatkan tiket/token sehala baharu di mesin jualan tiket (TVM)  
 yang telah disediakan sebelum membuat pertukaran.  

Passengers are advised to use MyRapid Touch ‘n  Go (for Rapid KL rail 
lines) or Touch ‘n Go cards during their journey on the train to enjoy 
lower fares and convenience of switching line(s) at interchange 
station(s).
Passengers with one-way tickets/tokens that need to switch to other 
lines at the interchange station is subject to user instructions as below:
- change lines at interchange station after exiting the automatic gate
- purchase new one-way tickets/tokens at Ticket Vending
Machines (TVM) before switching lines.

Sultan Ismail dan Medan Tuanku
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Sultan Ismail (jika dari Laluan LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling) dan stesen Medan Tuanku (jika 
dari Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

KL Sentral (LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya), KL Sentral (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Muzium Negara (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen KL Sentral atau Muzium Negara (di laluan di mana anda berada).
Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Dang Wangi dan Bukit Nanas

NOTA :

Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Dang Wangi (jika dari LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya) dan stesen Bukit Nanas (jika dari
Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Bukit Bintang (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (jika dari Laluan Monorel KL) dan stesen Bukit Bintang (jika dari MRT
Laluan Sg Buloh - Kajang). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Sultan Ismail and Medan Tuanku
Purchase tokens up to Sultan Ismail (if from LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling Lines) and Medan Tuanku (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

Dang Wangi and Bukit Nanas
Purchase tokens up to Dang Wangi (if from LRT Kelana Jaya Line) and Bukit Nanas (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

KL Sentral (LRT Kelana Jaya Line), KL Sentral (KL Monorail Line) and Muzium Negara (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to KL Sentral or Muzium Negara (on the current line you are on).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.
Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (if from KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (if from 
MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line). Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connectiing station.

Sila ikut langkah berikut apabila menggunakan stesen sambungan Rapid KL :
 

Bagi pengguna kad MyRapid Touch ‘n Go, tambang akan ditolak berdasarkan perjalanan anda. For MyRapid Touch ‘n Go card users, fare will be deducted accordingly as you travel.

NOTE :
Please observe the following steps for journey between Rapid KL connecting stations :-
 

KAJANG

Sungai Gadut
Rembau
Tampin
Batang Melaka

(Lapangan Terbang
Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah)

Kajang 2

Ecocity 

Akan datang.
Stesen Projek
Laluan Terminal Skypark
COMING SOON. STATIONS ON
TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

GEMAS

TERMINAL
SKYPARK

10

10

Setia
Jaya

SUBANG
JAYA

2 1

2

(Akan Datang  COMING SOON)

(Akan Datang  COMING SOON)

Kampung
Selamat

SUNGAI BULOH

Kwasa
Damansara

Kota
Damansara

Surian

Mutiara
Damansara

CHAN
SOW LIN

TTDI

Bandar
Utama

Phileo
Damansara

Pusat Bandar
   Damansara

Muzium
Negara

Merdeka

Semantan

Kwasa
Sentral

Cochrane

Bukit Bintang

Taman
Pertama
Taman
Midah
Taman
Mutiara
Taman
Connaught
Taman
Suntex
Sri Raya
Bandar Tun
Hussein
Onn

Tun Razak
Exchange (TRX)

9

9

PUTRA HEIGHTS

SUNWAY-SETIA JAYA 

Kerinchi

Lembah
Subang

Ara
Damansara

4

Batu 11
Cheras

Bukit
Dukung
Sungai
Jernih

Stadium
Kajang

Glenmarie

B1
B1

B1



Therapy from the comfort of your home

Like and follow our facebook page 
themindconsultant.my

Contact us now: 
themindconsultant.com

The Mind Consultant - a brand compromising professionals in the mental helth field provide easy, specifically-tailored 
online counselling service. Seek online counsellinng from the comfort of your home today.
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